
1001 Tray of red pelargonia

1002 Tray of red pelargonia

1003 Tray of red pelargonia

1004 Tray of pink geraniuims

1005 Tray of pink geraniuims

1006 Tray of pink geraniuims

1007 Potted lupin

1008 Potted lupin

1009 Potted lupin

1010 Potted lupin

1011 Potted lupin

1012 Potted lupin

1013 Potted lupin

1014 Potted lupin

1015 Potted lupin

1016 Potted lupin

1017 Hydrangea

1018 Hydrangea

1019 Hydrangea

1020 Hydrangea

1021 Tray of bella nora fuchsias

1022 Tray of bella nora fuchsias

1023 Tray of bella nora fuchsias

1024 Tray of begonias

1025 Tray of begonias

1026 Tray of begonias

1027 5 small trays of marigolds

1028 5 small trays of marigolds

1029 3 small trays of petunias, bidens and 
calibrachoa

1030 3 small trays of sanvitalia calibrachoa

1031 Terracotta planter containing strawberry plants

1032 Tray of petunias

1033 Tray of petunias

1034 Tray of petunias

1035 Tray of calibrachoa

1036 Tray of calibrachoa

1037 2 potted azaleas

1038 2 potted azaleas

1039 2 potted azaleas

1040 2 potted azaleas

1041 Blue crane's bill geranium

1042 Blue crane's bill geranium

1043 Blue crane's bill geranium

1044 Blue crane's bill geranium

1045 Blue crane's bill geranium

1046 Blue crane's bill geranium

1047 2 raspberry bushes

1048 2 raspberry bushes

1049 2 raspberry bushes

1050 2 raspberry bushes

1051 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1052 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1053 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1054 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1055 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1056 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1057 +VAT Potted white paeonia

1058 +VAT Potted white paeonia

1059 2 red garden pots containing strawberry plants

1060 2 red garden pots containing strawberry plants

1061 2 red garden pots containing strawberry plants

1062 2 red garden pots containing strawberry plants

1063 Fuchsia bush

1064 Fuchsia bush

1065 Fuchsia bush

1066 Fuchsia bush

1067 Fuchsia bush

1068 2 potted jasmine

1069 2 potted jasmine

1070 2 gooseberry bushes

1071 2 gooseberry bushes

1072 2 metal dog themed garden pots of mixed plants

1073 3 wicker hanging baskets of mixed plants

1074 5 potted sweet williams

1075 5 potted sweet williams
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1076 Potted aquilegia

1077 Potted aquilegia

1078 Potted aquilegia

1079 Potted aquilegia

1080 Potted aquilegia

1081 Potted aquilegia

1082 Potted aquilegia

1083 Potted aquilegia

1084 Potted aquilegia

1085 Potted aquilegia

1086 Potted aquilegia

1087 Potted aquilegia

1088 Potted aquilegia

1089 Potted aquilegia

1090 Potted aquilegia

1091 Potted aquilegia

1092 Potted euonymus fortune (emerald gaiety)

1093 Potted euonymus fortune (emerald n gold)

1094 Tray of money maker tomato plants

1095 Tray of money maker tomato plants

1096 Tray of money maker tomato plants

1097 Tray of money maker tomato plants

1098 +VAT Potted hydrangea

1099 +VAT Potted hydrangea

1100 +VAT Potted hydrangea

1101 +VAT Potted red azalea

1102 +VAT Potted red azalea

1103 +VAT Potted red azalea

1104 +VAT Potted red azalea

1105 +VAT Potted red azalea

1106 +VAT Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1107 +VAT Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1108 +VAT Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1109 +VAT Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1110 +VAT Potted purple and cream fuchsia bush

1111 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1112 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1113 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1114 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1115 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1116 +VAT Potted mullie gilbert azalea

1117 James Grieve apple tree

1118 Conference pear tree

1119 Morello cherry tree

1120 Rosa easy does it (floribunda)

1121 Rosa ruby anniversary (patio)

1122 Carnaby clematis

1123 Carnaby clematis

1124 The President clematis

1125 Sunset clematis

1126 +VAT Standard rose

1127 +VAT Standard rose

1128 +VAT Standard rose

1129 +VAT Standard ceanothus

1130 +VAT Standard ceanothus

1131 +VAT Standard ceanothus

1132 +VAT Standard ceanothus

1133 +VAT Pink rose bush

1134 +VAT Pink rose bush

1135 +VAT Pink rose bush

1136 +VAT Pink rose bush

1137 +VAT Pink rose bush

1138 +VAT Pink rose bush

1139 +VAT Pink rose bush

1140 +VAT Pink rose bush

1141 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1142 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1143 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1144 +VAT Passiflora

1145 +VAT Passiflora

1146 +VAT Passiflora

1147 +VAT Passiflora

1148 +VAT Pink rhododendron

1149 +VAT Pink rhododendron

1150 +VAT Pink rhododendron

1151 +VAT Callistemon bottle brush
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1152 +VAT Callistemon bottle brush

1153 +VAT Callistemon bottle brush

1154 +VAT Callistemon bottle brush

1155 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1156 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1157 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1158 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1159 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1160 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1161 Potted pink paeonia

1162 Agapanthus

1163 +VAT Agapanthus

1164 +VAT Agapanthus

1165 +VAT Agapanthus

1166 +VAT Agapanthus

1167 +VAT Agapanthus

1168 Large olive tree

1169 Large olive tree

1170 4 small trays of beacon impatiens

1171 4 small trays of Katy purple shade aubretia

1172 4 small trays of Montana avalanche

1173 4 small trays of artic fire dianthus

1174 4 small trays of regatta lobelia

1175 4 small trays of runner beans

1176 4 small trays of armeria balleriana mixture

1177 4 small trays of begonias

1178 4 small trays of sapphire lobelia

1179 4 small trays of Katy red shade aubretia

1180 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1181 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1182 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1183 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1184 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1185 2 large trays of fiesta calendula

1186 4 potted fox gloves

1187 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1188 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1189 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1190 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1191 2 garden shrubs

1192 2 garden shrubs

1193 2 garden shrubs

1194 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1195 Potted aquilegia

1196 2 plastic hanging baskets of strawberry plants

1197 Hydrangea

1198 2 large trays of express petunias

1199 2 large trays of express petunias

1200 2 large trays of express petunias

1201 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1202 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1203 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1204 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1205 4 potted lupins

1206 Tray of petunias

1207 Tray of tomato plants

1208 Queen Elizabeth floribunda rose with iceberg 
floribunda rose

1209 Morello cherry tree

1210 +VAT Palmatum orange dream acer

1211 +VAT Acer tree

1212 +VAT Acer tree

1213 4 potted foxgloves

1214 4 potted foxgloves

2001 +VAT 2x desk mount stands and Sky TV box & 
routers

2002 +VAT Mixed lot of gaming controllers and 
games

2003 +VAT Bag containing WiFi devices, cabling, 
tablet cases, motherboard etc

2004 +VAT Box containing quantity of LP and 45 
records to include The Killers, Alt-J, Elton John, 
Gary Moore and others

2005 +VAT Bag containing quantity of music CD 
albums

2007 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
cases and covers
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2008 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; leads, adapters, earphones, etc

2009 +VAT Selection of various portable power banks

2010 +VAT Selection of various portable power banks

2011 +VAT Bag containing leads, cables and PSUs

2012 +VAT Bag containing quantity of electrical 
related accessories; adapters, mice, boards, etc

2013 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2014 +VAT Bag containing Sky TV box, tablet 
cases/covers, TV wall bracket, DVR, board, etc

2015 +VAT 3D printer filaments and toner cartridges

2016 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various 
batteries

2017 +VAT Quantity of printer ink cartridges

2018 +VAT Bag containing quantity of DVD and Blu-
Ray films/boxsets

2019 +VAT Bag containing quantity of portable power 
banks and other mobile phone accessories

2020 +VAT Consignment of wireless/wired earphones 
and headsets

2021 +VAT Bag containing selection of reading 
glasses

2022 +VAT Bag containing selection of sunglasses

2023 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2024 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2025 +VAT Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery 
boxes

2026 +VAT Bag of remotes, chargers, headsets, 
custom Parker Pens, cables, etc

2027 +VAT Bag containing smoking accessories; 
papers, filters, trays, etc

2028 +VAT 2 sealed packs of the complete edition of 
'Inglourious Basterds' movie on UHD bluray

2029 +VAT Sony ExtraBass SRSXB33 bluetooth 
speaker, boxed

2030 Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker with box

2031 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker

2032 +VAT Nintendo Switch Lite in pink

2033 +VAT FitBit Versa 3, damaged screen

2034 +VAT FitBit Versa 3, boxed

2035 +VAT FitBit Sense, boxed

2036 +VAT FitBit Charge 5, boxed

2037 +VAT JBL Charge 5 bluetooth speaker, boxed

2038 +VAT Sony wireless noise-cancelling earbuds 
together with various FItBits for spares/repairs

2039 +VAT Bose headphones with audio cable and 
carry case, damaged earcup

2040 +VAT Philips Go 6000-series headphones, 
boxed

2041 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with charging case and 
box

2042 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with charging case and 
box

2043 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with charging case and 
box

2044 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with charging case and 
box

2045 +VAT UltimateEars WonderBoom portable 
bluetooth speaker

2046 Beatles get-back book, sealed

2047 +VAT Ring DoorView cam, boxed

2048 +VAT Ring DoorView cam, boxed

2049 Tenma security camera test monitor with box, 
charger and some accessories

2050 +VAT Ring battery-powered spotlight cam, 
wrong box

2051 +VAT Ring alarm system with extra contact 
sensor and motion sensor

2052 +VAT LG Tone Free UV Nano earbuds with 
charging case, boxed

2053 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case, boxed

2054 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case, boxed

2055 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case, boxed

2056 +VAT Swan WiFi PT security camera

2057 +VAT NextBase 412GW GPS WiFi dashcam

2058 +VAT NextBase 300W WiFi dashcam, boxed

2059 +VAT NextBase 300W WiFi dashcam, boxed

2060 +VAT Mophie 3 in 1 wireless charging pad in 
box

2061 +VAT Lenovo think pad laptop dock, boxed

2062 +VAT Lenovo think pad laptop dock, boxed

2063 +VAT Lenovo think pad laptop dock, boxed

2064 +VAT Lenovo think pad laptop dock, boxed

2065 +VAT Sum Up 3g plus payment kit with box
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2066 +VAT Apple Airpods 3rd generation with 
charging case and box

2067 +VAT Apple series 7 midnight aluminium cased 
44mm smart watch with charging case and box

2068 +VAT Apple AirPods pro with charging case and 
box

2069 +VAT Apple AirPods pro with charging case and 
box

2070 +VAT Apple AirPods pro with charging case and 
box

2071 +VAT Apple AirPods pro with charging case and 
accessories

2072 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2073 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2074 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2075 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2076 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2077 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2078 +VAT Tag Heuer stainless steel strap Carrera 
calibre 5 automatic gents black face style 
wristwatch with box

2079 +VAT LG gram 17" display laptop model: 
17Z90P core i7 11th generation processor, 16gb 
ram, 1tb storage, running Windows 11 plus 
power supply and box

2080 HP Elite book 840G8 notebook pc, core i5 11th 
generation processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, 
running Windows 10 includes power supply

2081 HP Probook 635 Aero G8 Notebook PC, AMD 
Ryzen 5 CPU, 16GB RAM, 256GB storage, 
Windows 10 with psu and box

2082 HP Spectre X360 Convertible touch screen 
laptop, Core i5 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 
512 GB storage, Windows 10, with psu and box

2083 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop, AMD Ryzen 5 
cpu, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 10 
with psu and box

2084 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop, AMD Ryzen 5 
cpu, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 10 
with psu and box

2085 +VAT Acer Swift 5 laptop Model SF514-55T, 
Core i7 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2086 +VAT Asus Vivobook laptop Model X412EA, 
Core i5 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAm, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10, with psu

2087 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Chrome OS, with psu and box

2088 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop, Intel 
Celeron processor, 4GB RAM, 64GB storage, 
Chrome OS, complete with power supply and 
box

2089 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
running Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB 
RAM, 64GB storage, complete with power 
supply and box

2090 +VAT Xbox Series X 1TB console with controller 
and box

2091 +VAT HP Spectre X360 Convertible laptop, 
Core i5 11th gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 11, with touchscreen, slip 
case, psu and box

2092 +VAT Lenovo Legion laptop, AMD Ryzen 5 
processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, RTX3060 
laptop gpu, Windows 10, with psu and box

2093 +VAT Asus Zephyrus laptop, AMD Ryzen 9 
processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, RTX 3050 
TI graphics card, Windows 11 Pro, with psu and 
box

2094 +VAT HP Pavilion gaming laptop, Core i5 11th 
Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
GTX1650 graphics card, Windows 11, with psu 
and box

2095 +VAT HP laptop Model 14S-DQ1024NA, Core i5 
10th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 10, with psu and box

2096 +VAT HP Pavilion X360 Convertible laptop, 
Model 14-DY0017NA, Core i5 11th gen 
processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 11, with psu and box

2097 +VAT HP 27" curved screen gaming monitor, 
QHD, 165HZ with box

2098 +VAT HP 27" curved screen gaming monitor, 
QHD, 165HZ with box

2099 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop, G533Z, 
Core i9 12th gen processor, 16GB RAM, 2TB 
storage, RTX3070 TI graohics card, Windows 
11, with psu and box

2100 PC gaming tower, Intel i7 processor, 8GB RAM, 
1TB storage, GTX970 graphics card, Windows 
10, with Benq 27" 3D LCD monitor, wired 
keyboard, and mouse

2101 +VAT Appel iPad Air 4th Gen wifi only, 64GB 
storage, A2316 with box

2102 +VAT Appel iPad Air 4th Gen wifi only, 64GB 
storage, A2316 with box
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2103 +VAT Appel iPad Air 4th Gen wifi only, 64GB 
storage, A2316 with box

2104 +VAT Apple iMac 24" Mdoel A2438 8Core cpu 
M1 processor, 8GB memory, 512GB storage, 
4.5K LED display, with Mac OS Monterey with 
wireless mouse, keyboard, and box

2105 +VAT Apple Macbook Pro 14" Model A2442, 
8Core M1 processor, 16GB RAm, 512GB 
storage, Mac OS Monterey, with psu and box

2106 +VAT Asus 27" curved screen gaming monitor 
with box and psu

2107 +VAT Asus 27" curved screen gaming monitor 
with box and psu

2108 Apple iMac Model A1418 - for spares or repair

2109 Dell Latitude 3390 2 in 1 laptop, no power 
supply, locked

2110 Hp Pavilion laptop, Core i5 processor, cracked 
screen

2111 Lenovo T470S laptop, cracked hinge on screen - 
for spares or repair

2112 2 x Macbook Air Model A1370 - for spares or 
repair

2113 3 x Apple Macbooks, A1278 - for spares or 
repair

2114 Apple Macbook Air A1237 - for spares or repair

2115 +VAT Bag of DVDs inc. Dragonball Z

2116 Bag containing misc electricla components, 
cables etc.

2117 2 Iiyama 24" Prolite monitors with dual monitor 
stand mount

2118 Selection of reference material and other 
paperback and hardback books

2119 Sharp MX-3060V A4 printer

2120 +VAT Box containing selection of records, some 
sealed, inc. Dead Can Dance Lp

2121 +VAT Dell 22" monitor in box

2122 +VAT 3 Sanus up to 55" TV wall mounts

2123 Box containing large variety of Apple iPads, 
various gen for spares or repair

2124 +VAT Sanus TV swivel base unit for up to 60" 
TVs

2125 +VAT Hama up to 65" TV stand

2126 Box containing a wide selection of Dell laptop 
docks

2127 Dell Latitude E7270 laptop with no power supply 
and accessories

2128 +VAT HP 22" monitor with box model: M22F

2129 +VAT Zebra GK420D label printer

2130 +VAT HP Colour Laserjet Pro printer

2131 +VAT Cisco ISR1100 Series network 
component Model C1111-4P with box and psu

2132 +VAT HP Officejet 7510 printer

2133 *Withdrawn*

2134 +VAT HP Officejet pro 8015 printer

2135 +VAT Box containing 10 Poly VVX business IP 
desk mount phones

2136 +VAT HP Envy Photo 6230 printer

2137 +VAT Box containing various laptop bags and 
accessory cases

2138 +VAT Epsom Ecotank ET2710 printer with box

2139 Bag containing various misc. electrical 
components, PC parts, Fitbits etc.

2140 Bag containing various PC USB cables, 
accessories, gaming controllers etc.

2141 Bag containing various soft keyboards, VGA 
multi monitor splitter kit

2142 +VAT Bag of misc. electrical components, TP 
Link wifi range extenders etc.

2143 Box containing various A4 paper

2144 +VAT HP Officejet pro 9019E printer in box

2145 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer in box

2146 +VAT Epson Expression Home XP5105 printer 
in box

2147 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2148 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2149 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2150 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2151 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2152 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2153 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2154 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2155 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2156 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2157 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2158 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2159 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2160 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes

2161 +VAT 3 Hive Active plugs in sealed boxes
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2162 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2163 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2164 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2165 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2166 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2167 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2168 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2169 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2170 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2171 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2172 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2173 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2174 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2175 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2176 +VAT 3 Hive Hub units in sealed boxes

2177 +VAT 2 Google Nest learning thermostats

2178 +VAT 2 Google Nest learning thermostats

2179 +VAT 2 Google Nest learning thermostats

2180 +VAT Honeywell Home 26R Smart thermostat

2181 +VAT Hive Active heating hot water control unit 
in box

2182 +VAT Bag containing selection of glasses 
frames, sunglasses etc.

2183 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 bluetooth speaker in box

2184 +VAT Yamaha AST-C200 bluetooth speaker

2185 +VAT LG soundbar SP2 with box

2186 +VAT Sonos Home sound system Beam 
soundbar

2187 +VAT Pedator keyboard mouse combo set with 
MSI headphones

2188 MSI Vigor gaming keyboard and mouse kit 
together with Lenovo curved screen monitor 
(Monitor is cracked)

2189 Bag containing large selection of PS1 and PS2 
games inc. Final Fanatasy 7 and 8 Koudelka, 
Mortal Kombat 4, and Monster Hunter

2190 Nintendo 64 console with 4 controllers, 2 power 
packs and aerial cable

2191 Interstate retro games console with box and light 
gun

2192 2 Thrustmaster T Flight HotasX controllers

2193 Thrustmaster Ferrari GT experience racing set 
in box with pedals with PS3 controller disc

2194 Nintendo Wii console with 2 games, sensor bar 
and power pack

2195 Selection of Nintendo DS games, DVD boxsets, 
controllers etc.

2196 Box containing various mobile phone protective 
screen kits with in car charging adaptors to 
include Samsung Galaxy A71 and others

2197 +VAT Box containing large quantity of Xbox 360 
gaming headsets

2198 +VAT Bag containing bluetooth controllers and 
monopods

2199 +VAT Bag containing bluetooth controllers and 
monopods

2200 +VAT Bag containing bluetooth controllers and 
monopods

2201 +VAT ASUS Rog Strix G713Q laptop with 17.3" 
FHD screen, AMD R-5900HX/BGA, 16GB RAM, 
1TB SSD, box and PSU

2202 +VAT LG Gram 17Z90P laptop with Intel i7-
1165G7, 16GB RAM, Intel Iris Xe Graphics, 1TB 
SSD, box and PSU

2203 +VAT HP Mobile Thin MT46 laptop with AMD 
Ryzen 3-4450U, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD, 
Windows 10, box and PSU

2204 +VAT Lenovo ThinkPad T450 laptop with Intel i5
-5300U, 8GB RAM, 64GB storage, Windows 10, 
part PSU

2205 +VAT Cello 10" 16GB tablet with box

2206 +VAT Samsung A10S 32GB smartphone with 
box and charger

2207 +VAT Ring Doorbell Wired

2208 +VAT Google Nest Hub 2nd Generation

2209 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K Max

2210 +VAT 2x Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K's

2211 +VAT 2x Amazon Fire TV Stick Lite's

2212 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

2213 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick

2214 +VAT Intel 5400s 256GB SSD

2215 +VAT Rode NTG-2 shotgun microphone

2216 +VAT Google Pixel 6 128GB smartphone with 
box

2217 +VAT SanDisk 240GB SSD

2218 +VAT Thurava Satellite mobile phone

2219 +VAT Xbox One 500GB with PSU
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2220 +VAT *Sealed* TP-Link Deco AC2200 smart 
home mesh WiFi system

2221 +VAT *Sealed* TP-Link Deco AC2200 smart 
home mesh WiFi system

2222 +VAT Sony Giga Juke NAS-E300HD HDD audio 
system

2223 +VAT Peavey Sanpera I Vypr foot controller

2224 +VAT Celestion G12S Greenback 12" speakers

2225 +VAT Mixed lot of PS4 games, DVD and books

2226 +VAT Native Instruments Maschine Studio Black 
music workstation

2227 +VAT HP Envy 6032e printer

2228 +VAT Nintendo 3DS XL with box and charger

2229 +VAT Nintendo 3DS XL with 3x 3DS games, 2x 
DS games, Zelda case and charger

2230 +VAT Nintendo 2DS in blue

2231 +VAT Nintendo Advance SP with Gameboy 
game, Gameboy Advance game and charger

2232 +VAT Sony Playstation VR processor unit

2233 +VAT 2x Bradford Exchange Piatto "Gran 
Premio D'Europa" FERRARI 2000 collectable 
plates

2234 +VAT Vintage Post Card album containing 
various postcards

2235 +VAT Jabra Engage 75 wireless headset

2236 +VAT *Sealed* 2x Casino Royale Limited 
Edition 4K Ultra HD Blu-Rays

2237 +VAT 6x PS4 games and 3x Xbox One games

2238 +VAT Quantity of sunglasses and reading 
glasses

2239 +VAT Pair of Oakley Turbine OO9263 
sunglasses with case

2240 +VAT Salvatore Ferragamo SD881S sunglasses 
with case

2241 +VAT Elgato Steam Deck

2242 +VAT Samsung 256GB USB 3.1 flash drive

2243 +VAT Consignment of 9ct jewellery; ring, 
brooch, necklaces

2244 +VAT Selection of decorative 925 cufflinks

2245 +VAT Consignment of Pandora jewellery

2246 +VAT Various Monica Vinader jewellery plus 
Calvin Klein ring

2247 +VAT Fibit Versa Lite Edition

2248 +VAT Fitbit Inspire 2 fitness tracker

2249 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Fit2 fitness tracker

2250 +VAT Huawei Band 4 fitness tracker

2251 +VAT Garmin Lily Sport Edition fitness watch

2252 +VAT Hugo Boss HB-458-3-14-37148 
wristwatch with box

2253 +VAT Hugo Boss HU-459-3-14 wristwatch with 
box

2254 +VAT Hugo Boss HU-413-3-14 wristwatch with 
box

2255 +VAT Michael Kors MK2425 wristwatch with box

2256 +VAT Quantity of loose and boxed wristwatches 
and watch straps

2257 +VAT Brian May First Pick 'Back To The Light' 
1993 Sixpence Coin with presentation box

2258 +VAT Brian May First Pick 'Back To The Light' 
1993 Sixpence Coin

2259 +VAT 5oz Mermaid silver bar

2260 +VAT Turks and Calicos Islands 1980 crown

2261 +VAT Sherlock Holmes 2019 UK 50p Gold Proof 
Coin with box

2262 +VAT Consignment of collectable coins; 50p's, 
commemorative, proof sets, etc

2263 +VAT Selection of starter collectable coin set 
folders

2264 +VAT Aston Villa Football Shirt Large bearing 
signatures (*unverified*)

2265 +VAT Olympus DS-2600 digital voice recorder

2266 +VAT *Sealed* Hive Hub and Hive Active Plug

2267 +VAT HP USB-C Dock G5 laptop docking 
station

2268 +VAT HP USB-C Dock G5 laptop docking 
station

2269 +VAT HP USB-C Dock G5 laptop docking 
station

2270 +VAT 3x PS5 games and 11x PS4 games

2271 +VAT 3x mobile phones; Nokia 106, Alcatel 
1066 and HO Mobi C011

2272 +VAT Neom Wellbeing Pod Luxe

2273 +VAT Beats Solo2 headphones

2274 +VAT PowerBeats Pro wireless earphones

2275 +VAT Bose SoundSport Free wireless 
earphones

2276 +VAT JLabs AirSport Jbuds wireless earphones

2277 +VAT Bose Alto bluetooth audio sunglasses
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2278 +VAT Tiffany & Co TF 3070 sunglasses with 
case and box

2279 +VAT Tiffany & Co TF 3070 sunglasses with 
case

2280 +VAT Tom Ford Antasia TF303 sunglasses with 
case and box

2281 +VAT Ray-Ban Arista RB3548 sunglasses with 
case and box

2282 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3614N sunglasses with case

2283 +VAT 2x pairs of Ray-Ban sunglasses

2284 +VAT Consignment of white and gold tone 
jewellery

2285 +VAT Pair of Gucci Heart earrings with box

2286 +VAT Selection of Pandora jewellery; bracelets, 
earrings and charms

2287 +VAT Selection of Monica Vinader and 
Swarovski jewellery

2288 +VAT Butler and Wilson necklace and pair of 
earrings

2289 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Watch 4

2290 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Watch 4

2291 +VAT Garmin Approach S40 GPS golf watch

2292 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger smartwatch

2293 +VAT Casio G-Shock Tough MVT Giez 
wristwatch

2294 +VAT Invicta Limited Edition Disney Micky 
Mouse wristwatch with box

2295 +VAT Calvin Klein K4E2N61Y wristwatch with 
box

2296 +VAT DKNY wristwatch with box

2297 +VAT Selection of brand wristwatches; Police, 
Emporio Armani, Vivienne Westwood, and 
others

2298 +VAT Kapten & Son wristwatch with box

2299 +VAT 3x boxed wristwatches from Tommy 
Hilfiger, Sekonda, Camden Watch Company 
and one other Superdry watch

2300 +VAT Various boxed wristwatches from Red 
Herring, Steven Madden etc

2301 +VAT Soundbrenner Core Steel Musicians 
smartwatch

2302 +VAT Selection of various boxed smartwatches 
and activity bands

2303 +VAT Selection of loose brand and other 
wristwatches

2304 +VAT Sterling silver (Birmingham) cigarette 
case

2305 +VAT Vintage Rolls Razor and whistle

2306 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro

2307 +VAT WW1 1914 Christmas Tin (empty)

2308 +VAT *Sealed* Amazon Fire HD 8 32GB tablet

2309 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 Plus X

2310 +VAT Playstation 5 DualSense wireless 
controller

2311 +VAT Damson ANC V2 wireless headphones

2312 +VAT Wireless microphone set

2313 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2314 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2315 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2316 +VAT BS-36 Detacheable Soundbar wireless 
speaker

2317 +VAT STK61 Mechanical Shaft gaming 
keyboard

2318 +VAT XGody tablet

2319 +VAT Logitech G332 gaming headset

2320 +VAT Ring Chime Pro

2321 +VAT Bakker Elkhuizen S-Board 840 compact 
keyboard

2322 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2323 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2324 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2325 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2326 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2327 +VAT Max Light Laser Level Meter

2328 +VAT IIyama Prolite 24" monitor in box

2329 Bag containing selection of empty Apple product 
boxes

2330 +VAT Various raspberry Pi and other electronic 
adapter equipment in box

2331 +VAT Network main switches and other wireless 
programmable thermostats

2332 +VAT Bag containing various accessories inc. 
power cables by Hama

2333 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal kit 
in box with mics
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2334 +VAT R3 55" LG 4K OLED TV, OLED55C9PLA 
(TV has image burn)

2335 +VAT R6 LG 43" TV, 43UP81006LR

2336 +VAT R8 43" Toshiba TV, UL5a63DB (no stand)

2337 +VAT R4 TCL 50" 4K TV, 50P720K

2338 +VAT R5 Panasonic 4K TV, TX-55HZ980B

2339 +VAT (R35 & B9) Toshiba 55" TV model 
55UA2B63DB with box, TV has no stand and a 
cracked screen

2340 +VAT R9 75" 4K Toshiba TV, 75U6763DB

2341 LG 55" 4K smart TV, UJ750B incl. remote

2342 +VAT R7 Toshiba 32" TV, 32LL3C63DB (lines 
on screen)

2343 Sony 32" TV model KDL-32EX401, includes 
remote

2344 +VAT R1 & B1 LG 24" TV, 24TN510S

2345 +VAT R2 & B2 Samsung 43" TV, QE43Q65AA

2346 +VAT 50" 4K Panasonic TV model 
TX50EX700B

2347 +VAT Tado starter kit V3+ thermostat

2348 +VAT Tado starter kit V3+ thermostat

2349 +VAT Intelligent control thermostat with Tado 
smart radiator thermostat

2350 +VAT JLab wireless ANC earbuds with charging 
case and box

2351 Sonos Play One speaker

2352 Box containing digital cameras incl. Canon, etc.

2353 +VAT Samsung notebook PC, Windows XP 
Edition, Intel Atom processor, no hard drive or 
power supply

2354 +VAT Amazon Fire 7 9th Gen tablet

2355 +VAT Lenovo Tab 2 Android tablet in white, 
TAB2A10-70F

2356 3 motherboards incl. Gigabyte H55M-UD2H 
motherboard, Asus H87N-E motherboard and 
Gigabyte GA-H7M-D3H motherboard (all in 
wrong boxes)

2357 Selection of tablets for spares and repairs, 
iPhone 6 and iPhone 5 for spares and repairs 
(possibly locked to accounts)

2358 Selection Pebeo 4 Artist markers incl. various 
15mm markers

2359 Samsung Galaxy A20e mobile with box

2360 Apple iPhone X 64GB mobile phone with box 
and replacement charger

2361 iPhone XR 64GB in black, boxed - MRY42B/A

2362 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra 256GB 
smartphone with box

2363 Huawei P30 Pro 128GB smartphone with box

2364 Endgame Gear XM1R gaming mouse in box

2365 2 SuperDry perfumes incl. Detroit and Soho in 
bag

2366 Selection of Foster, Grant and other sunglasses 
in bag

2367 Apple TV unit with no remote

2368 Bookaroo phone pockets for credit cards, 
money, etc.

2369 Kequ 1080p action camera

2370 Sum Up remote payment terminal system

2371 Intel motherboard with Intel Core 2 Duo 
processor, 6GB RAM incl. IO shield and cooler

2372 Amazon Echo Dot 2nd generation speaker, 
possibly locked to Amazon account

2373 Intel motherboard PIM8-PV

2374 Laptop hard drives incl. HGST 500GB hard drive

2375 GTX 8800 graphics card in wrong box

2376 +VAT Lorex 4K Ultra HD NVR with cameras, 
cables and remote in box

2377 Box containing various vintage postcards

2378 Boxing memorabilia to include DVDs

2379 Selection of loose first day covers and tow 
albums of first day covers, mostly of trains and 
locomotives

2380 Celebrities of the stage various parts of the 
stage musical

2381 Bag containing a large quantity of collector's 
cards, tea cards etc

2382 Selection of Stanley Gibbons collectors annuals 
with stamp books, some with stamps and first 
day covers

2383 Box containing a collection of collected 
postcards and various annuals

2384 Selection of first day cover albums with contents 
to include a mixture of commemorative first day 
covers

2385 Album of Post Office first day covers to include 
British engineering achievements and other 
commemorative first day covers

2386 Christmas stamps from around the world 1979 
and a 1966-78 stamp collection of Christmas 
stamps and a further album
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2387 Box containing a large variety of first day covers 
in binders and some loose

2388 Box containing various stamps, first day covers 
and other albums

2389 Box containing four stamp albums and three 
bags of assorted stamps - UK and international

2390 Selection of Royal commemorative first day 
covers in various albums

2391 Box containing a selection of Peco N gauge 
locos and waggons

2392 Quantity of Mercury new die cast vehicles

2393 Minnie Mouse and Miss Piggy vintage 
collectable characters 
£10-20

2394 Box containing two digital cameras, flash gun, 
battery charger and bags

2395 Tray containing a selection of various comic 
books and annuals to include DC VS Vampires 
and others

2396 Selection of England National Team football 
flags

2397 Selection of Cliff Richard singles, other singles, 
LP vinyl records to include Cliff Richard - The 
Young Ones mono tape recording 
£30-50

2398 +VAT Selection of various posters and 
collectable Star Wars Pizza Hut boxes

2399 Box of various vinyl record albums

2400 Selection of 7" singles to include Culture Club 
and others, includes a Bruce Springsteen- Born 
in the USA 12" vinyl records

2401 Selection of Elvis Presley record and other 
collectable vinyl by Elvis Presley 
£80-120

2402 Kodak Retina 3C camera with lens, light meter 
etc

2403 Selection of Motorola, Nokia and other vintage 
mobile phones

2404 Olympus OM101 camera with accessories and 
bag

2405 Pair of floor standing Aegis 2 speakers with soft 
covers

2406 +VAT Pair of Sony AMP-22ES loudspeakers 
with soft covers

2407 Two bags containing various vinyl records and a 
bag containing a mixture of various artist's CDs

2408 Box containing a selection of Matchbox models 
and Yesteryear commercial die cast vehicles

2409 Marklin HO gauge delta 29445 train set in box

2410 +VAT Lilliput Lane Gold Hill Shaftesbury limited 
edition model in box

2411 +VAT Damaged Smoky Ace V2 replica hand 
gun

2412 Selection of comic guide price books, 
encyclopaedia of comic books and other guides

2413 +VAT Three Corgi Cubs die cast vehicles in 
sealed boxes with a limited edition Big Ben and 
another die cast vehicle

2414 A static model HO gauge model of the LNER 
462 Flying Scotsman Class A3 train on stand

2415 Ten new Corgi diecast Hong Kong buses

2416 Large quantity of Tri-ang OO gauge locos and 
coaches in three boxes, a selection of various 
engines and accessories

2417 Box containing various diecast commercial 
vehicles, includes a Eddie Stobart truck, various 
Days Gone Lledo collectable trackside vehicles 
etc

2418 Selection of Corgi model diecast vehicles to 
include Metropolitan Police Bedford OB coach 
and Morris Minor

2419 Selection of box Gilbow collectable buses 1:76 
scale

2420 +VAT Fanmade legends of the lane Tottenham 
Hotspur tribute framed and glazed set

2421 +VAT Doctor Who radio controlled Dalek toy in 
box

2422 Sebulba's Pod Racer as issued by Hasbro 
(boxed)

2423 Star Wars Anakin's Pod Racer in box by Hasbro

2424 +VAT 3x Atlantis laptop carry case

2425 Bag containing a large quantity of earrings

2426 Bag containing a small quantity of costume 
jewellery, necklaces etc

2427 Box of various VHS and other collectable 
memorabilia for Xena the warrior princess

2428 Three boxes containing a large collection of 
Marvel collectable figures

2429 Army Club cigarettes tin containing various 
lighters inc. Ronson

2430 Selection of costume jewellery items, pens, 
wristwatches etc

2431 3 watches inc. Lorus

2432 Various metal ware figures, in wooden case

2433 Small childs Meccano toy set with various bolts 
and tools
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2434 Various cases and boxes of costume jewellery

2435 Selection of various collectible soccer cards, 
silks by Kensitas cigarettes etc.

2436 Tray containing jewellety items, watches, white 
metal ware bangle, and cigar cutter

2437 Bag containing various necklaces, earrings, etc.

2438 Tray containing various earrings

2439 Board containing selection of pin badges

2440 Jewellery items, watches inc. 9ct band ring 
£40-60

2441 Various jewellery items inc. brooches, necklaces 
etc.

2442 Various loose wristwatches to inc. Ice and 
Sekonda

2443 JCB Built to Last 'Hunting Leather' accessory set 
and Roman numeral face dialled wristwatch

2444 Selection of wristwatches, ball point pen, lighter 
etc

2445 Selection of pocket watch and stopwatch 
movements and cases

2446 Swatch wristwatch with case in black and white

2447 Tray containing various stainless steel strap and 
other watches

2448 Bag containing variety of watches inc. Sekonda

2449 Compensated altimeter

2450 3 watches inc. Diesel, Armani, and Dunlop

2451 Citizen chronograph watch with box

2452 Jewellery items in cases, brooches etc. 
£15-20

2453 Box containing various wristwatches, jewellery 
items, necklaces 
£15-20

2454 Vase and 2 glasses by Nick Muro

2455 Scalextric power and control set with Le Mans 
24hr slot track racing set

2456 Apple iMac vintage CRT all in one computer in 
blue casing, no keyboard or accessories, with 
OS system

2457 Copper and brass horn with military type 
markings

2458 Stoneware chessboard with pieces in case

2459 Costume jewellery tray with contents

2460 Royal Coach horse model set

2461 Approx. 400 rings, mixed sizes inc,. 16,18,20,21

2462 Various boxes containing costume jewellery 
items, watches, bracelets, earrings etc.

2463 Bleu and white base, depicting various 
cathedrals inc. Ripon, York Minster etc.

2464 Set of 12 boxed collector plates: Bjorn Wiinblad 
for Rosenthal 1983-1994

2465 Wind up mechanical Thomas the Tank Engine 
toy and track

2466 Various dog association collectible medals

2467 3 boxes of die cast vehicles

2468 Selection of board games, Stinger helicopter, 
and track layout toy set

2469 4 boxes containing wide selection of 
memorabilia, books, programmes, etc.

2470 Tablet cases, Wii Zumba game, and other cases 
for tablets

2471 Samsung 32" LCD TV no remote or cables

2472 iLove stereo CD player together with a pair of 
3m document holders etc.

2473 HP LCD monitor 19" display

2474 Samsung Home Theatre surround system with 
remote and box

2475 Various electrical accessories and power 
adaptors

2476 Box containing various Samsung office phones

2477 Apple Airport Veho DV camcorder, wireless 
keyboard and other accessories in tray

2478 Box containing large quantity of mobile phone 
accessories, etc.

2479 Heavy duty outdoor LED infrared dome CCTV 
pan tilt control camera

2480 1 by 1 7" coloured doorphone screen unit only - 
does not include doorbell

2481 Pioneer DAB+ CD player unit with remote

2482 Ferguson Video Star VHS toploader recorder 
player

2483 Foil press together with pair of TickIt binoculars

2484 3 media players inc. Bush Bluray player, no 
remotes

2485 Zennox music centre with turntable and CD 
player

2486 2 WatchGuard Firebox T20 network routers

2487 Lenko L3801 turntable

2488 Phillips iPod docking portable speaker, no psu

2489 Cisco and TP Link set of router equipment inc. 
1900 Series controller
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2490 Eurorack Behringer UB802 mixing unit

2491 Leshp projector, no accessories

2492 JVC compact disc player together with Sharp 
stack system with tape deck and turntable and 
pair of Sharp speakers

2493 Epson EB-SO2 projector with remote

2494 Ion USB profile turntable

2495 +VAT Pioneer DJ Smart controller set with 
headphones and box

2496 Yale Smart Living home CCTV wifi camera kit in 
box

2497 Marantz amplifier PM7200 with class A 
controller

2498 Axis Professional CD player

2499 Trantec wireless mic kit with box

2500 AR drone by Mekamon, boxed

2501 Parking sensor and wireless video doorphone 
kit, boxed

2502 Technika 19" TV with DVD player

2503 Technika 23" TV with DVD player

2504 Technika 19" TV with DVD player

2505 Bush 32" LCD TV in white with remote

2506 Technika 32" LCD TV, no accessories

2507 Technika 26" LCD TV with remote

2508 Mixed lot of coins to include crowns, medals and 
1964 sovereign

2509 Barclays traveller's cheque slip containing 
various world bank notes and a book entitled 
'practical metalworker workshop guide vol. 3'

2510 Bronze Roman coin

2511 Collection of coins in large folder to include 
world coins, tokens and other GB coins

2512 Tray containing various coins, badge, lighters, 
pocket knives etc.

2513 Selection of various coins to include EU, GB and 
others as well as a US Liberty coins 1886/1986 
celebration set in silver

2514 Queen Elizabeth and the Queen Mother 80th 
birthday stamps to include the Royal Wedding 
crown covers

2515 Ferguson all-in-one radio/record player

2516 Wooden case containing various vintage first aid 
equipment and tools

2517 N-guage layout track set with turntable and 
electrical points

2518 Yaesu FT-840 HF transceiver together with an 
MAAS switching PSU and aerial connection unit

2519 Yaesu FT-708R receiver set together with an 
NC8 AC PSU and quick charging unit

2520 Yaesu Muson FRG7 comms receiver together 
with a Skipmaster 150 and volt/amp meter unit

2521 Yaesu FT-757GX cat system together with 
Skiptech regulated DC PSU and other low-pass 
filter equipment

2522 Small selection of HAM radio and other radio 
receiver equipment to include an Icom 2M IC-
260E all-mode transceiver, various handsets 
and other equipment included

2523 Binatone Speedway receiver unit together with 2 
Echomaster Sadelta microphones and aerial

2524 Sharp soundbar with remote

2525 +VAT Samsung A530 bluetooth soundbar with 
subwoofer, boxed with power cable and remote

2526 +VAT LG SL8YG wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer, with PSU but no remote

2527 +VAT Panasonic SU-HTB498 wireless soundbar 
with subwoofer

2528 +VAT Yamaha YSP-2700 wireless soundbar 
with subwoofer

2529 +VAT Samsung HW-J6501 wireless soundbar 
with subwoofer

2530 +VAT JVC slim soundbar with subwoofer

2531 Portable 12" karaoke speaker with built-in mixer

2532 +VAT Sony portable stereo set with travel 
speakers

2533 +VAT Sony SRS-XP700 portable bluetooth 
speaker

2534 +VAT Sony RDH-GTK17P bluetooth speaker

2535 +VAT Lastolite Lumen F400 flash units with 
covers and carry case

2536 Reclining armchair

2537 Peavey XR600C mixer amp together with 2 
passive speakers

2538 Phantom RhythmMaster 6-string electric guitar

2539 Yamaha PortaSound PSS-12 keyboard with 
PSU and some sheet music

2540 +VAT SubZero SZ-SA100H speaker controller 
unit

2541 Two pairs of gaming headsets

2542 Santaniello accordion

2543 +VAT Black ONKRON 40-80" TV trolley shelf 
unit
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2544 Vintage tripod with telescope fitted with missing 
ocular

2545 BSA Meteor .177 air rifle together with Diana 25 
.177 air rifle, missing finger guard, plus an air 
rifle slip case

2546 Cobra tripod

2547 A pair of amethyst mottled glass slag beakers, h. 
12 cm (2) 
£20-30

2548 A group of 19th century and later dressing table 
items including a silver handled shoe horn, 
mother of pearl handled button hooks, bone 
utensils and other items (qty) 
£40-60

2549 An album containing over five-hundred 
monochrome and later colour postcards, mainly 
architecture and seascapes, including 
Sandringham House, Alnwick Castle, Dublin, 
Eastbourne, Littlehampton etc. 
£120-150

3001 +VAT A bag containing 4 Grand Hotel Pillows.

3002 +VAT 3 Snuggledown Memory Foam Pillows.

3003 +VAT 1 Panda Bamboo Pillow, 1 Weighted 
Blanket and 1 Boxed Heated Throw.

3004 +VAT 1x Large Children's Elephant Pillow and 
1x Children's Elephant Blanket.

3005 +VAT A bag containing 27 boxes of 
MaidenForm Ladies Tummy Shaping 
Underwear in XXL.

3006 +VAT 7x Weatherproof Green Fleece Lined 
Men's Joggers in XL & 1 Large

3007 +VAT 9x Men's Weatherproof Green Fleece 
Lined Joggers in various sizes.

3008 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion 
Hoodies and Joggers in various colours and 
sizes.

3009 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes including DKNY, Under Armour.

3010 +VAT 7x Ladies Buffalo Hoodies in Grey in XL

3011 +VAT A bag containing 20 Callaway Polo Shirts 
in White and Dark Pink in various sizes.

3012 +VAT A bag containing Bath and Hand Towels 
in White and Grey.

3013 +VAT A bag containing various Men's Jackets 
and Jumpers in Black & Grey in various sizes.

3014 A bag containing Boys Underwear Age 7-8.

3015 +VAT A bag containing Ladies DKNY 
Loungewear in various sizes.

3016 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes including DKNY & 1x The Comfy in 
Animal Print.

3017 +VAT A bag containing Men's T Shirts & Polo's 
in various sizes including Armani, Gant, 
Lacoste, Levi's & Peter Worth

3018 +VAT A bag containing 7 pairs of Men's Grey 
Nike Joggers in XXL & XL

3019 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes including DKNY, Elle

3020 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Under Armour, 
Weatherproof & Kirkland

3021 +VAT A bag containing Men's clothing in various 
sizes including Champion and Spyder

3022 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3023 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3024 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3025 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3026 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3027 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3028 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3029 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3030 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3031 +VAT A bag containing 10x Champion Tie Dye 
White & Beige Joggers in various sizes

3032 A bag containing Girls Levi Jeggings in Blue and 
Black Size Age 8

3033 A bag containing Girls Levi Jeggings in Blue and 
Black Size Age 8

3034 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear and 
Accessories, including Knee Supports, Levi's 
Belt, Hydra Hyde Gloves.

3035 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Champion, 
Weatherproof, Spyder

3036 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Hoodies and 
Jumpers in various sizes, including Fila & 
Champion
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3037 +VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Beige DKNY 
Joggers in various sizes.

3038 +VAT A bag containing 14 Ladies Grey Buffalo 
Hoodies in various sizes.

3039 +VAT A bag containing 14 Ladies Grey Buffalo 
Hoodies in various sizes.

3040 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including DKNY, Levi's, 
Champion, Under Armour, Calvin Klein.

3041 +VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers & 
Jackets in various sizes, including Urban Star, 
Kirkland

3042 +VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers in 
various sizes and colours

3043 +VAT A bag containing 4 Ladies The North Face 
Jumpers in Navy and Pink sizes XXL & XL

3044 +VAT A bag containing 17 Ladies Grey Jumper 
Dresses 15x Medium & 2x XL

3045 A bag containing Children's Clothing in various 
sizes including 3x Girls Party Dresses.

3046 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Leggings in 
various sizes and colours including Adidas, 
Kirkland

3047 +VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers & Tops 
in various sizes including Callaway Jacket and 
Polo Shirts.

3048 +VAT A bag containing 9 Buffalo Slim Leg Crop 
Trousers in Black, various sizes.

3049 +VAT A bag containing Oven Gloves in Red & 
Grey.

3050 +VAT 3 Hotel Grand Pillows

3051 +VAT 5 Cushions, including 4x Grey & 1x Large 
White Fluffy.

3052 +VAT 2x Large Blankets including 1x Grey & 
White Check and 1x Light Brown

3053 +VAT A bag containing White Towels and Tea 
Towels.

3054 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes including Fila & DKNY

3055 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes including DKNY

3056 +VAT 3x Snuggledown Memory Foam Pillows

3057 +VAT 2x Extra Long Hot Water Bottles in Cream

3058 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Fila, The Comfy

3059 +VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear, 
Accessories and Socks, including Puma, Ralph 
Lauren

3060 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes

3061 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in 
various sizes, including Carole Hochman, 
DKNY, Puma

3062 A bag containing 2x Children's Coats & Clothing 
in various sizes, including Puma, Bench.

3063 +VAT 3x Boxed Heated Throw's in Grey & White

3064 +VAT A box containing various items of Bed 
Linen including Duvet Cover, Sheets & Pillow 
Cases

3065 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes including DKNY

3066 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing & 
Loungewear in various sizes including DKNY

3067 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes

3068 +VAT A Pallet of used Clothes, Linen & Odd 
Shoes

3069 +VAT A bag containing Men's White T Shirts in 
various sizes

3070 +VAT 3 Hotel Grand Pillows

3071 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear and 
Socks in various sizes including DKNY, Carole 
Hochman

3072 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Callaway, Under 
Armour, Champion

3073 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in 
various sizes including Flora Nikrooz & DKNY

3074 +VAT A bag containing 15 Ladies Buffalo Black 
Jumpers in various sizes

3075 +VAT A bag containing 15 Ladies Buffalo Black 
Jumpers in various sizes

3076 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes including DKNY, Calvin Klein, Fila

3077 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Tommy Hilfiger & 
Champion

3078 +VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in 
various sizes, including Nike, Tommy Hilfiger, 
Puma, Under Armour

3079 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in 
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, Champion, 
DKNY

3080 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes

3081 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes
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3082 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes

3083 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes

3084 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes

3085 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Purple in various sizes

3086 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3087 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3088 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3089 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3090 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3091 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Green in various sizes

3092 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3093 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3094 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3095 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3096 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3097 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3098 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3099 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Hoodies in Beige in various sizes

3100 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

3101 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

3102 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

3103 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

3104 +VAT A bag containing 10 Ladies Champion 
Joggers in Beige in various sizes.

3105 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Champion 
Hoodies and Joggers in various colours and 
sizes

3106 +VAT A box containing 2x Cushions in Navy & 
Gold and 5x Beige Mats

3107 +VAT A bag containing 2 Large Red Throws

3108 +VAT A bag containing 4 various size Throws

3109 +VAT A bag containing Ladies Dressing Gowns 
& Loungewear in various colours & sizes, 
including DKNY & Carole Hochman

3110 +VAT A bag containing various Towels

3111 +VAT Quantity of various socks

3112 +VAT 2 pillows and a blanket

3113 Quantity of kids clothing incl. jackets and welly 
boots

3114 +VAT 2 pillows and pack of Wholistic bedding

3115 +VAT Bag containing blankets in beige and grey

3116 +VAT Quantity of clothing incl. womens DKNY 
pyjamas, Superdry shirts, The Comfy blanket 
hoodie, etc.

3117 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3118 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3119 +VAT Delonghi pump espresso filter coffee 
machine

3120 +VAT Delonghi pump espresso filter coffee 
machine

3121 +VAT Delonghi magnifica evo coffee machine

3122 +VAT Delonghi magnifica evo coffee machine

3123 +VAT Delonghi magnifica evo coffee machine

3124 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3125 +VAT Kitchen Aid 4.3l standing mixer

3126 +VAT Kitchen Aid pulse blender

3127 +VAT Kitchen Aid pulse blender

3128 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3129 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine, 
unboxed

3130 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3131 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3132 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3133 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3134 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3135 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3136 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer
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3137 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3138 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3139 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3140 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3141 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3142 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3143 +VAT Gourmia 6.7l digital air fryer

3144 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3145 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3146 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3147 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3148 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3149 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3150 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3151 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3152 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3153 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3154 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3155 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3156 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3157 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3158 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3159 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3160 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3161 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3162 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3163 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3164 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3165 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3166 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3167 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3168 +VAT Gourmia 5.7l digital air fryer

3169 +VAT Box of Weetos orange flavour cereal

3170 +VAT Box of reed diffusers, knee supports etc

3171 +VAT Box containing Kenwood attachments, no 
unit

3172 Two trays of mixed appliances to include 
Kenwood hand mixer, Philips soda maker etc

3173 Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3174 +VAT Tray of Pukka Pad

3175 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3176 +VAT Bubble waffle set

3177 +VAT Three unboxed Gourmia air fryer

3178 +VAT Melamine bowl set plus some Signature 
mugs

3179 +VAT Three Sabatier expandable dish racks

3180 +VAT Three Sabatier expandable dish racks

3181 +VAT Three Sabatier expandable dish racks

3182 +VAT Three Food and Friends lazy susans

3183 +VAT Box fo professional kitchen chopping 
boards

3184 +VAT Box of wine glasses

3185 Stainless steel professional fryer

3186 +VAT Cool bag, espresso coffee machine, Brita 
jug, three tier market basket stand etc

3187 Two Nespresso coffee machines

3188 +VAT Small tub of Vanish cleaning detergent 
plus a box containing cream whipper cartridges

3189 +VAT Two unboxed Tefal filter fryers

3190 DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee machine

3191 +VAT Small tray of till roll

3192 +VAT Tray containing loose StarFrit the Rock 
pots and pans

3193 +VAT Bag containing a kenwood food processor 
with attachments

3194 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3195 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3196 +VAT Unboxed Melita Barista smart coffee 
machine

3197 +VAT Unboxed Sage barista express coffee 
machine

3198 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor

3199 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor

3200 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact all in one 
system food processor

3201 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact all in one 
system food processor

3202 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor
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3203 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor

3204 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor

3205 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro compact food 
processor

3206 +VAT Kenwood K Mix standing mixer

3207 Box containing a quantity of pot food drainers

3208 +VAT Two boxes containing mixed pots and 
pans

3209 +VAT Stack of various mats and rugs

3210 +VAT Two Nespresso Vertuo Next coffee 
machines

3211 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet crisp and air fryer

3212 +VAT Gourmet triple buffet server

3213 +VAT Kitchen Aid 1.75l blender

3214 +VAT Kenwood Multipro compact+ food 
processor

3215 +VAT Kenwood multi-pro XL food processor

3216 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3217 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3218 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3219 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3220 +VAT Panasonic automatic bread maker

3221 +VAT Swan 20l hot water urn

3222 +VAT Box containing Harrods Belgian milk 
chocolate coins

3223 +VAT Box of professional kitchen equipment 
chopping boards

3224 +VAT Two boxes of glass diamond tumblers

3225 +VAT Two Food and Friends lazy Susans plus 
two celebration serving platters

3226 +VAT Braun Multi Quick Line hand whisker

3227 +VAT Braun Multi Quick Line hand whisker

3228 +VAT Tea Time classics set

3229 +VAT StarFrit the Rock pot

3230 +VAT Two Tefal saute pans

3231 +VAT 16 Gourmia digital air fryers and an 
Instant Pot, all unboxed

3232 +VAT Whole bay containing mixed items to 
include bags, food containers, Lipsy Girl 
clothing, storage containers etc

3233 +VAT Unboxed Tefal filter fryer, Braun hand 
blender, cooking pot etc

3234 +VAT Two bags of miscellaneous

3235 Tefal filter fryer

3236 Instant Pot crisp and air fryer

3237 +VAT Instant Pot crisp and air fryer

3238 +VAT Instant Pot crisp and air fryer

3239 +VAT Four boxes of multi purpose stoneware 
bowls

3240 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3241 Wine glass carafe

3242 +VAT Two Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini me coffee 
machines

3243 +VAT Two Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini me coffee 
machines

3244 +VAT Braun care style compact steamer iron

3245 +VAT Box of melamine bowls plus a box of mini 
bowls

3246 +VAT Three Kilner glass drinks dispensers

3247 +VAT Tefal easy soup maker

3248 +VAT Vitamix wet blade attachment plus two 
Vitamix jug accessories

3249 +VAT Crock Pot ceramic bake pans plus a Mesa 
basket panier

3250 +VAT Two boxes of Budweiser pint glasses

3251 +VAT BabyMoov six in one food maker

3252 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3253 +VAT Philips garment steamer

3254 +VAT Box of mugs, universal coffee pod 
organiser

3255 +VAT Philips juicer

3256 +VAT BT phone set

3257 +VAT Panasonic link to mobile phone set

3258 +VAT Box of Maxwell Williams mugs plus a set 
of Taylor digital scales

3259 +VAT Viners cutlery set

3260 +VAT Berghoff Eurocast Series flat of grill pan

3261 +VAT Two boxes of Flash speed mop wet wipes
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3262 +VAT Copper stone saucepan eight piece 
cookware set

3263 +VAT Brita water filter jug plus a shelf organiser

3264 Box containing Grillbay fryer, mini me Nescafe 
Dolce Gusto coffee machine, Breville sandwich 
maker etc

3265 +VAT Shark cordless tick anti hair wrap vacuum

3266 +VAT Shark cordless tick anti hair wrap vacuum

3267 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum

3268 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 cordless stick vacuum

3269 +VAT 4 loose Shark steam mops

3270 Handheld cordless vacuum with power supply

3271 +VAT Black & Decker Dustbuster with charger

3272 +VAT Unboxed Bissell Icon 25v cordless 
vacuum with pole, head and battery, no charger 
or any other attachments

3273 Handheld Dyson V8 Absolute with pole, head 
and a charger

3274 +VAT Upright Bosch Series 4 vacuum with 
charger

3275 Upright Shark steam mop

3276 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3277 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3278 +VAT Polti Vaporetto steam mop

3279 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 vacuum with pole, 
head, charger, and 2 attachments

3280 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 vacuum with pole, 
head, charger, and 2 attachments

3281 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 vacuum with pole, 
head, charger, and 2 attachments

3282 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 Series accessories (no 
vacuum or unit)

3283 +VAT 2 boxed and 2 unboxed Hoover handheld 
vacuums and Powerglide floor cleaner head

3284 +VAT 6 Hoover handheld vacuums with 
chargers

3285 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet and 
upholstery washer

3286 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet and 
upholstery washer

3287 2 x iRobot vacuum cleaners

3288 +VAT 2 boxes of Mason Craft & More tilted 
glass jars

3289 +VAT 7.1L triple slow cooker and warming 
station

3290 +VAT Gourmet 3.9L triple slow cooker and 
warming station

3291 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole

3292 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole and box

3293 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole and box

3294 +VAT Henry vacuum cleaner with pole and box

3295 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3296 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3297 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3298 4 large bags containing Stoneware Creative Zen 
cases

3299 Upright Vax carpet cleaner

3300 +VAT Powerglide floor cleaner with bag of 
cleaning pads, no charger

3301 +VAT Bissell Icon 25V cordless vacuum

3302 +VAT Upright Shark steam mop with box

3303 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3304 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3305 +VAT Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum

3306 Upright GTech Air Ram with charger

3307 Upright GTech Air Ram with charger

3308 Upright Karcher floor cleaner

3309 +VAT Bissell Icon 25V cordless stick vacuum

3310 +VAT Steam mop, boxed

3311 +VAT Shark cordless vacuum in box

3312 Upright GTech Air Ram with charger

3313 +VAT Box containing vacuum accessories, 
small storage boxes etc.

3314 3 large boxes containing mixed books

3315 +VAT 2 boxes containing 30mm bath and 
shower gels and box of mixed cosmetics

3316 +VAT Box containing large quantity of mixed 
food

3317 +VAT Large pallet of various housewares, toys, 
etc.

3318 +VAT 2 electric toothbrushes Phillips and OralB

3319 +VAT Carrera hair straighteners

3320 +VAT Simple Human sensor mirror with charger

3321 +VAT Box of various soaps, natural conditioners 
etc.
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3322 +VAT 5 small bags of various skincare creams

3323 +VAT Panasonic straighteners plus Wilson 
shaving blades

3324 +VAT Simple Sparkle teeth whitening kit

3325 +VAT Self sharpening knife block in box, plus 
one unboxed

3326 Morphy Richards knife block and knives

3327 +VAT Faberware knife block set

3328 2 cases containing knives

3329 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3330 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3331 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3332 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3333 +VAT Large hardshell Samsonite suitcase

3334 +VAT Mini fabric Samsonite suitcase

3335 Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase with box

3336 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3337 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3338 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3339 +VAT 3 mini hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3340 +VAT 4 mini hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3341 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3342 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3343 +VAT Large black fabric Samsonite suitcase

3344 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3345 +VAT American Tourister hard shelled suitcase

3346 +VAT American Tourister hard shelled suitcase

3347 +VAT 3 weighted blankets

3348 +VAT 2 loose Hotel Grand pillows, throw, and 
large gery cushion

3349 +VAT 4 Brookestone heated throws and 
mattress protector

3350 +VAT 4-wheel compact roller travel cover

3351 2 boxes of Cleaning Pro wipes

3352 +VAT Simple Human sensor mirror

3353 +VAT Wax painted candle plus LED candle set

3354 2 boxes of basecoat nail varnish

3355 Wall mounted mirror shelf

3356 +VAT Amiro O Series HD daylight mirror

3357 +VAT 2 x Amiro O Series HD daylight mirror 
(one boxed)

3358 2 x hamster cages, hamster ball, small pet 
carrier, single dish high feeder etc.

3359 +VAT Next cushion

3360 +VAT Bag containing Stonewash yarn

3361 +VAT Rabbit electric wine set

3362 +VAT 6 boxes of Grip Seal bags

3363 +VAT Box containing approx. 30 ladies 
swimwear

3364 +VAT 4 bags of Pampers Baby Dry nappies

3366 +VAT 3 Brookestone heated throws

3367 +VAT Helly Hansen backpack

3368 +VAT 4 Sistema food storage containers

3369 +VAT 6 Interactor cushions

3370 +VAT 5 WaterPik water flossers

3371 Tray containing BigShot cutting machine, plus 
Cinch book binding tool and tray containing 
pillow laces, etc.

3372 Clear stamps and other coloured printed stamps

3373 Tray of various scented candles

3374 +VAT Box containing blood glucose meter, mini 
Med-Reservoir etc.

3375 Box containing vinyl gloves, maks, hi-vis etc.

3376 Box of Towers for Welfare State books

3377 2.1L whistling kettle

3378 Extra longhot water bottle

3379 4 boxes of scented soaps

3380 +VAT High-vis workwear jacket

3381 +VAT Titan Deep freeze backpack

3382 Box containing saute pans, etc.

3383 Box of Brisow's extra firm hold hair spray

3384 +VAT Box containing 12 cricket duffel bags

3385 +VAT 3 boxes of 50ml couch roll and box of 
takeway containers

3386 Box containing room name plaques
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3387 2 packs of anti-extreme gel

3388 Bag containing House of Holland underwear

3389 Bag containing Billabong espadrilles

3390 Bag containing ladies Jockey supersoft 
underband bras

3391 Hand-knitter machine in box

3392 +VAT Bag containing double duvets

3393 4 boxes of hand towels

3394 Box of various Disney posters

3395 Box of 24 womens loose shoes

3396 Box containing 14 men, womens and childrens 
loose slippers

3397 Box of 18 womens high heeled shoes

3398 3 boxes of pets accessories, bowls, cleaning 
items, etc.

3399 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3400 2 boxes of various pet accessories

3401 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3402 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3403 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3404 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3405 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3406 3 boxes of various pet accessories

3407 2 black fabric suitcases

3408 Box containing 60 Bebe Los Angeles purses

3409 Box containing 60 Bebe Los Angeles purses

3410 Box of IKEA mini ceramic planters

3411 Box containing athletic brewing alcohol free 
drinks

3412 Floor lamp

3413 +VAT Elna sewing machine with pedal

3414 Selection of curtain poles, curtains, etc.

3415 +VAT Box of heated power packs

3416 4 Stella pans

3417 +VAT Selection of BooHoo clothing in various 
styles

3418 +VAT Large fawn colour throw and 2 pink 
cushions

3419 +VAT 2 New Girl Order tie dye slogan 
sweatshirts sizes 18 and 20

3420 +VAT Inov8 MudClaw G 260 V2 size 10 (used)

3421 +VAT 2 Maine ladies hooded fleece lined 
shower resistant parka jackets in cobalt sizes 16 
and 18

3422 Bag containing mice, Phillips, toothbrush, etc. 
and a bag containing mixed household items

3423 Bag containing 20 Flamingo beach bags and 
handbags

3424 Bag containing 20 Hillary Radley blouses in 
various sizes

3425 Bag containing 20 Hillary Radley blouses in 
various sizes

3426 Bag containing House of Holland ladies 
underwear

3427 60 pairs of DKNY trainer socks

3428 60 pairs of DKNY trainer socks

3429 +VAT Clarks Un Loop size 6

3430 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3431 +VAT Selection of Zara and Stradivarius 
clothing in various designs

3432 +VAT Bag containing Air Wick diffusers, 
glasses, pens, etc.

3433 +VAT Bag containing cotton rounds, 
multivitamins, electric toothbrush, etc.

3434 +VAT Bag containing batteries light bulbs and 
electrical sockets

3435 +VAT Bag containing various pet toys

3436 Box containing approx. 50 bath rugs in cream

3437 Box containing approx. 50 bath rugs in cream

3438 Box containing approx. 50 bath rugs in cream

3439 +VAT Bridge Design floor lamp

3440 +VAT Igloo cooler box

3441 +VAT Ottlite desk lamp and 2 neck and back 
massagers

3442 +VAT Sharper Image massage gun and foot 
massager

3443 +VAT 3 boxed and 2 unboxed air beds

3444 +VAT Brookstone heated throw, coverless 
duvets and quilted velvet duvet cover set

3445 +VAT 3 memory foam pillows

3446 +VAT 2 Snuggledown Premium duck down 
duvets

3447 Sealy queen size airbed

3448 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3449 +VAT Organic bed set plus bath towels
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3450 +VAT Tramontina Proline 22.7L stockpot

3451 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Plus Magimix coffee 
machine

3452 +VAT 4 Brita water filter jugs and filter cartridges

3453 +VAT NSA Dual Cool mini tower fan

3454 +VAT Super soft large brown throw

3455 +VAT Box of wallpaper in grey

3456 +VAT Childs push chair and safety car seat

3457 Large box of decorative artificial style flowers 
and lighting

3458 +VAT Christmas tree in box

3459 Pro Fitness bike

3460 +VAT Star Wars The Mandalorian Nerf pulse 
blaster

3461 Boxed pair of Adidas F50 football boots, size 9

3462 2 Cindy cabin crew Virgin Atlantic collectible 
dolls and New York collectors bear

3463 +VAT 2 Bayliss & Harding cosmetic sets

3464 Boxed pair of DeWalt boots (size 8) and another 
pair (size 12)

3465 +VAT Crimson Wings Deformation aircraft 
model

3466 +VAT VIP 3 gel nail polish set

3467 +VAT Disney style series 30th anniversary Belle 
collectible figure with box

3468 +VAT Box containing large quantity of mixed 
style backpacks

3469 +VAT 5 kettle bells

3470 +VAT 2 yoga mats

3471 Childs safety car seat in box

3472 +VAT Ford F150 radio control truck

3473 +VAT 9 pairs of mixed shoes incl. Sketchers, 
Columbia, etc.

3474 Boxed pair of black Nike FG football boots, size 
11.5

3475 +VAT Pair of Jack Pike of England welly boots, 
size 10

3476 +VAT 3 Perfect Upper Body kits

3477 2 yoga mats

3478 +VAT Eye coach set in box

3479 +VAT Pair of 27.5kg dumbbells

3480 +VAT Curling bar plus an Olympic sized weight 
bar

3481 +VAT Nordic track treadmill in box

3482 +VAT Dissembled Adidas X21 exercise cross 
trainer

3483 Pink folding treadmill

3484 Pro-Form 570 electric folding treadmill

3485 +VAT Lifeline exercise board

3486 York fitness weight bar with 5kg weight plates 
plus 2 York fitness dumbbells

3487 +VAT Squishmallow toy plus rabbit

3488 +VAT Lego 4 Technic raptor truck

3489 +VAT Star Wars Millennium Falcon and X-Wing 
star fighter set

3490 +VAT Childs push along Jetson scooter

3491 +VAT 2 monster truck remote control broncos

3492 +VAT Disney princess activity plane

3493 +VAT Childs 'My first unicorn' push along bike

3494 +VAT Large shelf containing various toys, play 
doh, nerf, science museum etc

3495 +VAT 2 child's Intex bouncy castles

3496 +VAT Large box of Disney Stitch cuddly toys

3497 +VAT Large box of Papo dinosaur toys

3498 Box of Thunder down under children's books

3499 +VAT 2 Mario Kart remote control cars plus 2 
unboxed

3500 Large bag containing TY beanie babies

3501 +VAT M&S pack of 2 supremely washable 
pillows

3502 +VAT A Caress for Miguel realistic doll, The 
Gruffalo all in one sleepover bed and Disney CD 
player

3503 +VAT Shopping cart toy, Shape & colour game 
and 100 colouring plastic balls

3504 +VAT Sandy & Water play table

3505 +VAT Bestways 80"x60"x18" built in pump air 
bed

3506 +VAT Swan 4 slice toaster in slate grey

3507 +VAT Neo electric pressure cooker

3508 +VAT Kenwood multi pro processor base, Magic 
bullet and baking tray

3509 +VAT Tonic Tangerine die cutting machine

3510 +VAT Box of approx 100 dark blue metallic 
padded envelopes
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3511 +VAT Lego Botanical Collection Flower Bouquet 
kit (sealed)

3512 +VAT Pack of 4 Hotel stripe pillows

3513 +VAT Box of 6 Equestrian Himalayan salt licks

3514 +VAT Gem Auras Lazy Daisy vase, Gem Auras 
Raindrop vase and 2 Gem Auras Merkaba Star 
scented candles

3515 +VAT Dualit 2 slice toaster and Wenko 
cupboard door hung waste bin

3516 +VAT 5 x 32L underbed lidded plastic storage 
containers

3517 +VAT 2 faux fur cushions a 1 large and 1 
smaller non slip mats

3518 +VAT Geepas 3 in 1 mixer grinder

3519 +VAT Power Airfryer cooker

3520 +VAT Eden Home & Garden mirror 30"x20"

3521 +VAT Paw Patrol Chase & Marshall on the track 
game, Infant to Toddler Rocker and buggy 
platform & seat

3522 +VAT Lumie bodyclock rise 100, Belaco halogen 
heater and Merkaba scented candle

3523 +VAT Nespresso coffee machine, dish rack and 
2 tier storage rack

3524 +VAT 4 Hotel pillows and V shape support pillow

3525 +VAT Deluxe 4 tier cat activity centre with 
hammock

3526 +VAT 2 Girls pull along Princess design travel 
cases

3527 +VAT Supersoft microfibre 10cm Mattress 
Topper

3528 +VAT Ceiling light fitment

3529 +VAT Shamrock 22x21" oasis

3530 +VAT 60 wooden security coat hangers

3531 +VAT Pack of 4 Silentnight super springy pillows

3532 +VAT Pack of 4 Silentnight super springy pillows

3533 +VAT Pack of 4 Silentnight super springy pillows

3534 +VAT Box of 36 plain white coffee mugs

3535 +VAT Hubi Solar Hub 2Kcamping & travel solar 
panel

3536 +VAT 10 small lidded plastic storage boxes and 
2 packs of polystyrene

3537 +VAT Vango Trail Lite 320 sleeping bag and 
Nyamba Domyos balance board

3538 +VAT Pro 7 Coco Block jiffy fine pith 
compressed in a block 5kg pack makes 70L

3539 +VAT P-51 Mustang 400 RTF Sonik RC 4-
Channel Warbird with Gyro Flight Stabilisation

3540 +VAT Large purple & pink soft toy octopus, Care 
Bears Hopeful Heart bear and flat pack play cot

3541 +VAT Ladida baby bouncer

3542 +VAT Harmony Youth booster seat and Fisher 
Price giant rock a stack

3543 +VAT Decathlon sleeping bag and sleeping 
ground mat

3544 +VAT 3 oblong underbed lidded plastic storage 
containers

3545 +VAT 2 x Po-Zu Piper women's leather ankle 
boots Sizes 39 & 40

3546 +VAT Nespresso coffee maker (used), Breville 
crepe maker and gas hob pan support rack

3547 +VAT 2 large exercise/foam mats, umbrella, 4 
post windbreak, Wolf garden handle, door 
edging, window film etc

3548 +VAT Plastic laundry basket, lamp shade, 4 
empty cartons, clothes hangers and 4 inner 
cushion pads

3549 +VAT M&S king size 10.5 tog everyday duvet

3550 +VAT Slumberdown soft & huggable king size 
13.5 tog duvet

3551 +VAT Lego Ghostbusters Ecto 1 10274 kit (af)

3552 +VAT Ecovacs vacuum mopping robot

3553 +VAT Electric double hob and Mini fridge

3554 +VAT Graco booster seat, Toilet trainer ladder 
and Boy or Girl party pack

3555 +VAT Box of 10 packs of 72 jumbo packs of 
Huggies pure cleansing wet wipes

3556 +VAT Box of 10 packs of 72 jumbo packs of 
Huggies pure cleansing wet wipes

3557 +VAT Box of 10 packs of 72 jumbo packs of 
Huggies pure cleansing wet wipes

3558 +VAT Box containing approx 18 polystyrene 
bears

3559 +VAT Stepper exerciser

3560 +VAT Large piece of white felt, Length of Insul-
Bright and various spools of cotton

3561 +VAT Mountain Equipment Aurora III 60oz 
single sleeping bag

3562 +VAT Large non slip grey rug and Large various 
tones of brown non slip rug

3563 +VAT Quechua Air basic 140 double airbed 
mattress and Air Basic 70 single airbed mattress
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3564 +VAT Nkuku glass dome on mango wood cake 
stand

3565 +VAT Ocean world baby play mat and Deluxe 
play cleansing kit

3566 +VAT 3M Speedglas carry bag

3567 +VAT Morphy Richard Multi-use fast bake bread 
maker

3568 +VAT 6 x Wax melt and oil warmers, 2 multi 
colour cushions and floating shelf

3569 +VAT Writing board, picture frames, various 
design posters, poster postal tubes and roll of 
cellophane

3570 +VAT 2 x 1000g bags of Herons pond flakes

3571 +VAT Parrot Swing vertical take off and landing 
plane/drone and Parrot fly pad

3572 +VAT Quechua Air Basic 70 single air bed and 
foot pump

3573 +VAT Selection of various flavour coffee beans 
including Monkeyboard Coffee, Pact, Crafty and 
others

3574 +VAT Selection of various flavour ground coffee 
including Pact, Bosh Coffee, Lavazza and others

3575 +VAT Selection of various flavour coffee beans 
including Skid Row, Pact, Square Line, Grind 
etc

3576 +VAT 3 x Baileys Easter Eggs, Harrods 300g 
chocolate gold bar and Harrods Tea & Biscuits

3577 +VAT Nespresso & Grind coffee pods in various 
flavours

3578 +VAT Tassimo, Roar Gill & Origin House 
Espresso coffee pots, illy ground coffee and 2 
packs of Tassimo descaler tabs

3579 +VAT Selection of My Vegan, My Protein & Huel 
supplement powder shake drinks

3580 +VAT 5 x 1kg bags of My Protein Impact Whey 
Protein

3581 +VAT 1x 5kg & 1 x 2.5kg bags of My Protein 
Impact Whey protein

3582 +VAT 2 x Naughty Boy Brad-Dew & 1 x Illmatic 
food supplements

3583 +VAT Clean Lean Protein, Gold Standard Plant, 
Cuts and C4 Sports supplements

3584 +VAT Manuka 30MGO honey and nutritional 
fruit juice & shakes

3585 +VAT 2 x 2kg bags of Hilton Herbs Mud 
Defender natural supplements for animals

3586 +VAT Lego Technic 42111 Fast & Furious 
Dom's Dodge Charger sealed kit

3587 +VAT Pair of Size 11 No Fear in-line skates

3588 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3589 +VAT Fancy dress costumes and accessories

3590 +VAT Playmobil, Pioneer computer chess game, 
Roulette drinking game and jigsaws

3591 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, dragon figure, 
inflatables, tambourine, beads, slime, party 
accessories etc

3592 +VAT Large bag of assorted games including 
Fraction Formula, Giant Hatching Dino Eggs, 
Forbidden Island, Slime, Shape Bus, Avenger 
Hulk fist etc

3593 +VAT Selection of card games including Cards 
Against Humanity, Uno, oracle, Tarot, Top 
Trumps etc

3594 +VAT Large bag of games including Rubiks 
Pyramid, Horrible Science, Batman figure, 
Construction set, Loom bands, Chess etc

3595 +VAT Decathlon Oxelo inline skates Size 2.5-5

3596 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3597 +VAT Art & Craft kits, colouring books, pens, 
pencils, chalk, paints etc

3598 +VAT Tangoes, Game of Life, Maths game, 
Donuts and jigsaws

3599 +VAT China doll and selection of soft cuddly 
toys

3600 +VAT Art & Craft kits, colouring books, Activity 
boxes, colouring pens, pencils, paints etc

3601 +VAT 15 assorted games including Connect 4, 
Space Excavation, Buccaneer, Pet Adoption, Mr 
Potato head etc

3602 +VAT Nerf Bunkr, Drinking Roulette, Snakes & 
Bladdered, Angel Guidance Board game and 
various card games

3603 +VAT Opened Lego kits including Friends, City 
etc, Loose Lego and Lego magazine

3604 +VAT 7 sealed Lego kits including Creator, 
Speed, Spiderman, Duplo etc

3605 +VAT Large bag of toys including keyboards, 
Harry Potter wand, Barbie doll, Dobble, 
Sylvanian Family set, Shape sorter etc

3606 +VAT Small bag of fancy dress costumes and 
accessories

3607 +VAT Babolat Air Viper, cricket set, rugby ball, 
goal keeper gloves, swimming goggles, rifle 
targets, table tennis balls, skipping ropes etc

3608 +VAT 8 x Pop! vinyl collectable figures including 
Luke Skywalker, Sting & Lex Lugar, Lucas, 
Kamala Khan etc
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3609 +VAT Selection of collectable and action figures 
including Star Wars, Gremlins, Marvel, Power 
Rangers etc

3610 +VAT A10 Snaptain A10 mini foldable drone, 
JRC drone, r/c scrambler car and r/c polystyrene 
plane

3611 +VAT Warhammer Combat Patrol Deathwatch 
and Warhammer Age of Sigmar Starter Set 
Warrior

3612 +VAT Military & Fantasy figure model kits, F40 & 
Dr Who model magazines, model parts, model 
paints, model scenery foliage etc

3613 +VAT Bachmann Class 66/7 British Rail GBRF 
model train

3614 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, Rattlers 
magnets, building blocks, balloons, sensory 
pads etc

3615 +VAT Large assortment of collectable trading 
cards including Wrestle Mania, Magic The 
Gathering,. Fortnite, Premier League, Match 
Attax, Uu-Gi-Uh! and others

3616 +VAT Large selection of collectable Pokémon 
trading cards from approx 2008 - 2021 and Elite 
Trainer Box Shining Fates

3617 +VAT Selection of hair products including dry 
shampoo, Texturing spray, mousse, Regaine, 
hair spray, root touch up etc

3618 +VAT Selection of deodorants, anti-perspirants 
and fragrance body sprays

3619 +VAT 12 x Way to Beauty self tanning mousse 
(Medium & Ultra Dark)

3620 +VAT Selection of beauty products including 
Shower gel, Shaving gel & mousse, sun 
protection, heat & freeze sprays, thermal water, 
self tan etc

3621 +VAT Flea and insect killer sprays, Room 
foggers and Jungle Formula insect repellants

3622 +VAT Air Fresheners, Leather shine, medical 
adhesive remover, foam cleaner etc

3623 +VAT 4 cans of Andis Cool Care clipper blade 
lubricant spray

3624 +VAT SMRT Wind 275N AU10 life jacket

3625 +VAT Large Laura Ashley bedspread, 2 grey 
tuffed diamond oblong cushions and pack of 4 
pillow protectors

3626 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, tape 
dispenser, stapler, whiteboard kit, Arsenal wall 
plaque, radiator bushes, gift wrap accessories, 
loafer, charcoal etc

3627 +VAT Sheets, napkins, cushion covers, curtains, 
nets, Chrome wall rack, jewelry box etc

3628 +VAT Ted Baker PU backpack in black

3629 +VAT iDect X1 Ltd Ed. telephone set, poster 
frames, tape dispenser, toilet brush, Trodat 
stamp, water bottles etc

3630 +VAT Sage Espresso machine with grinder 
coffee maker (af)

3631 +VAT Lisa Horton Crafts Ulti-Mate multi tool, 
length of felt and fabrics, Crafty Life pod set and 
wool

3632 +VAT Treadmill mobile phone holder, snooker 
cues. push up bars, football, golf balls, skipping 
rope etc

3633 +VAT Dyson, Henry & other vacuum poles, hose 
and accessories

3634 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, candle 
holder, pest repeller, oil burner, book ends, 
artificial flowers, radiator dusters, polystyrene 
display head, adhesive wall tiles etc

3635 +VAT Jonelle throw, Cosy fleece, cushion & tie 
on chair pads and Kingsize duvet set

3636 +VAT Bedding, curtains, towels, non slip mats, 
gel pillow, support cushion etc

3637 +VAT Dojo silicone cases

3638 +VAT Eskadron Size DL saddle cloth pad, Arma 
Anotomic Over reach horse boots Size Cob and 
Snuggly Hoods headless hood SH020

3639 +VAT 2 Rabbit arc covers, snuzzle cushion, pet 
bed, toys, harness, Paw Trackers etc

3640 +VAT Stihl Polycut 6-2, Burgon & Ball garden 
kneeler, Bag of grass seed, Jobes fertilizer 
spikes, privacy screens and lounger cup holders

3641 +VAT Pressure cooker, Utility cutting board, grill 
pan, bowls, colanders, apple corer, pineapple 
corer, egg molds etc

3642 +VAT Trinket box, Clothes care kit, Leather care 
kit, Extra strong umbrella, Yankee candle 
diffuser, electronic scales, binding covers, 25 
sharpies etc

3643 +VAT Connamara vintage style cast iron road 
sign

3644 +VAT An Daingean Dingle vintage style cast 
iron road sign

3645 +VAT Naughty corner vintage style cast iron 
road sign, 2 x Richard Outdoors fire troughs and 
Snugpak tropical hammock
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3646 +VAT ResMed, F&P & Philips facial breathing 
assist masks, back posture corrector, single use 
syringes, Gluco Rx Nexus blood glucose 
monitor, right angle feeding set etc

3647 +VAT 2 wooden table lamps, Ikea Tagarp floor 
lamp, Qazqa spot light, night lights, torch, light 
up display unit etc

3648 +VAT Davina set of 2 3kg dumbbells

3649 +VAT Seago 275N life jacket and Crewsaver 
(used) life jacket

3650 +VAT 10 x Sunroad digital fishing barometers, 
small fold up stool, fishing tripod and Tactical 
belt

3651 +VAT 2 single duvet cover sets & mattress 
protector, Soild cozy knitted throw, Velvet lined 
ring top curtains 45"x72" and matching cushion

3652 +VAT Double M&S duvet set, ironing board 
cover, cushion covers, Coral fleece heated pad, 
hand towel, prayer mat, microfiber dusters etc

3653 +VAT 2 intelligent hula hoops, Resistance 
exerciser, boxing gloves, goal keeper gloves, 
training ladder and Running phone holder vest

3654 +VAT Self seal large postal bags, Plastic 
storage bags, tote bags, pencil case etc

3655 +VAT Nike divers bag, Puma drawstring bag, 
Karrimor backpack, foldaway shopping bag, 
pencil case etc

3656 +VAT Medela & Tommee Tippee breast pumps, 
Bambino Mio potty, Mama Tens maternity kit, 
baby blankets, Roll of pink wallpaper, bedding 
etc

3657 +VAT Passenger Nomadic Sherpa lined 
changing robe in black and Vango Planet 100 
Volcano single sleeping bag

3658 +VAT 11 packs of Weedol pathclear weed killer, 
3 water butt connector kits, block paving brush, 
2 broom heads, 10mm bird deterrent spikes and 
Cordomatic retractable clothes line

3659 +VAT 2 Tilly style light shades, LED running 
head torch, LED ceiling lamp, Solar emergency 
light, Night light etc

3660 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, picture 
frames, labels, brush set, charcoal sketching 
set, golden rose, soap box set, space saving 
hangers etc

3661 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, picture 
frames, canvas picture, wicker basket, radiator 
brushes, dried flowers, self adhesive paper etc

3662 +VAT Single duvet set, door mat, throw, blanket, 
non slip mat, microwave hottie, hot water 
bottles, radiator brush etc

3663 +VAT Single size blue up armchair, 25 DVD 
cases, Polar Bear ornament, 2 mirrors, drawer 
divider, envelopes, dry erase markers etc

3664 +VAT Brassica fertilizer, Blanket week solution, 
Mini strimmer, spade, bird feeder, Root bags, 
garden gloves, pop up net, hose pipe etc

3665 +VAT Pifco traveller iron, Diffuser, Sass & Belle 
plant pot, Faber-Castell pastel pencils, 
magnifying balls, Extendable walking stick, 
refuse sacks etc

3666 +VAT Frying pan, meat claws, Chocolate 
fountain, electric corkscrew, salad dressing 
maker, corner plate rack, tea pot, utensils etc

3667 +VAT Daniel James wok, glass tea pot, Easy 
kebab, cocktail set, cake knives, Stasher food 
store bags, leaf dishes, egg cups etc

3668 +VAT Ceiling light fitment and shade, 2 brass 
lanterns, string & rope lighting and Solar garden 
light posts

3669 +VAT Holister Ostomy barrier ring, Philips facial 
mask, Pro II Foot & Ankle support, face masks, 
Provox Vega, Castaway, tubular gauze, injury 
supports and compression garments etc

3670 +VAT Kombat Saxon holdall, Patagonia 
backpack, tote and other storage bags

3671 +VAT Dyson, Henry & other vacuum 
replacement parts and dust bags

3672 +VAT Head tennis balls, 2 x 2kg hand weights, 
resistance bands, Callaway yellow & pink golf 
balls, knee pads etc

3673 +VAT Selection of wool, string, sewing patterns, 
felt, fabric and craft accessories

3674 +VAT Ladies towelling robe Size 16-18, door 
mat, single duvet set, Super soft throw, towels, 
chair covers and place mats

3675 +VAT Double duvet set, Elviros contour memory 
foam cervical pillow, strip blinds, hot water bottle 
and pillowcases

3676 +VAT A4 display books, display rack, window 
film, transfer tape, USB fan, Heavy duty tape 
dispenser, Spectrum Noir brush markers, Acrylic 
paint markers, money box etc

3677 +VAT Paco Pod baby accessory bag, John 
Lewis lamb skin buggy liner, Squishimal cat, 
Tommee Tippee and other feeding bottles, 
Nana's Manners knife & fork etc

3678 +VAT GS Equestrian 5'6" turn out rug, Le Mieux 
Cob harness, girth, saddle rack and oval wash 
brush
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3679 +VAT Interactive cat toys, Hugo & Hudson dog 
coat, harness, leads, collars, toys, Automatic 
fish feeder etc

3680 +VAT Spear & Jackson 5l Pressure sprayer, 
Gardena 30m flex hose pipe and Brabantia 
rotary spike

3681 +VAT 10 Rich Taste thermos flasks

3682 +VAT Leather care kit, Electric wax melter, 
refuse sacks, coat hangers, pull along trolley etc

3683 +VAT Espresso coffee machine cleaner, coffee 
filters, baking trays, knife block, cocktails 
shaker, Samsung water filter, meat claws and 
molds

3684 +VAT Joerns Oxford multi colour support sling

3685 +VAT 2 First Aid kits, Terumo syringes, 
absorbency pads, ankle strap and sharpie box

3686 +VAT BBQ grill parts, Slug & Snail killer, bird 
box, Solar gnome ornament, refuse sacks, 
telescopic lance spray, moth trap, outdoor 
covers etc

3687 +VAT McKinley trekking sticks, Alpkit camping 
chair, NGT brew kit bag, Shooting ear defenders 
and camouflage storage bag

3688 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, credit 
card security wallet, water bottles, nano tape, 
watch storage cases, mini vacuum, tape 
connectors, fruit netting etc

3689 +VAT Selection of assorted stationery, craft 
accessories including coloured paper, glue 
guns, notebooks, calculators, knitting needles, 
zips etc

3690 +VAT Selection of scented candles, diffusers, 
fragrance sand and wax melts

3691 +VAT Large bag of assorted household sundries

3692 +VAT Kitchen accessories including water 
bottles, tea towels, French press, chocolate 
molds, cutlery, whisky stones, digital spoon 
scales, cookie cutters etc

3693 +VAT Fabric conditioner, Air freshener, Odour 
remover, washing up liquid, drain cleaner, stain 
remover, bed bug traps, shoe polish, coffee 
maker cleaner and other household products

3694 +VAT Large quantity of shoe polish, Ant bait 
stations and Ant killer liquid

3695 +VAT Art Deco Style Govancroft ceramic vase 
with green glaze

3696 +VAT Small box containing Royal Albert teapot, 
vases, water bottle, stained glass, coasters, 
glasses etc

3697 +VAT White vinegar, stain remover, leather 
cleaner, mould spray and household products

3698 +VAT Baby Bio Orchid food and Baby Bio 
Orchid drip feeds

3699 +VAT Lawn feed, Weed killer, Bug spray, Plant 
feeds including Bonsai, herb, Orchid etc, rooting 
powder and artificial grass cleaner

3700 +VAT Shoe shine, Silvo, leather cleaner, cistern 
blocks, paints, disinfectant etc

3701 +VAT Large bag of assorted household 
sundries, soup mugs, hose adapters, tea towels, 
Zippo lighter, security card wallets, corkscrews, 
etc

3702 +VAT Large assortment of stationary and craft 
products including notebooks, calculators, 
record cards, pens, pencils, stickers, wool, glue 
etc

3703 +VAT Shires horse Dutch gag bit, pet leads, 
toys, coats, shampoo, id tags etc

3704 +VAT Health products including peak flow 
meter, thermometer, Urinalysis strips, swaps, 
syringes, face masks, tourni-key, pill boxes and 
more

3705 +VAT Foreo Issa 2 Silicone tonic toothbrush

3706 +VAT Scented candles, wax melts, tea lights 
and incense

3707 +VAT Basking Lamp, 3D lamp, string lights, light 
bulbs etc

3708 +VAT 9kg ruck weight

3709 +VAT Scott Camerson by Titleist golf putting 
head, golf balls & gloves, swimming caps & 
goggles, skipping ropes and sports accessories

3710 +VAT Scented candles including Yankee, La 
Jolie Muse, Aromatherapy etc

3711 +VAT Gill MT011 harness rescue knive, Topeak 
survival gear box and Wolf head torch

3712 +VAT Glass vases, ceramic planter, tea jar, 
Teapot infuser and picture frame

3713 +VAT Fishing accessories including Rod fixed 
buzz bars, carp hook extractors, weights, line, 
floats, Stick Mix liquid, kettle, gas stove etc

3714 +VAT Fan heater, Bean fan and 8 portable 
heaters

3715 +VAT Progress Mini food processor and 
Personal blender

3716 +VAT 2 x Ice hair dryer sets and Ice oval curling 
tongs

3717 +VAT Revlon copper glide hair straighteners, 2 
hot air stylers and splint straight hair styler
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3718 +VAT Outre human hair blend 360 frontal lace 
wig

3719 +VAT 2 handheld steamers and massage pillow

3720 +VAT Philips Sonicare, Omron blood pressure 
monitor, nail drill, Nail lamp and Remington 
men's shaver set

3721 +VAT GHD Platinum + smart styler and GHD 
Gold advanced hair styler (used)

3722 +VAT Hyperice Vyper Go portable vibrating 
roller (sealed)

3723 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
serums, balms, essential oils, hair products, 
body wash, moisturizers, lotions etc

3724 +VAT Selection of Pixi beauty products including 
Glow Tonic, Retinol Tonic etc

3725 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
hair products, self tanner, sun protection, 
moisturizer, fragrance, balm, sanitizer etc

3726 +VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including 
Kerastase, L'Oreal, Christopher Robin, Garnier, 
Elizabeth Arden, Sanctuary and more

3727 +VAT Bath bombs, fragrance soaps and sponge

3728 +VAT Selection of various length & colour wigs 
and extensions

3729 +VAT 2 x Eve Lom Deluxe Rescue Ritual Gift 
Sets

3730 +VAT 3 x Eve Lom cleanser / creme 200ml

3731 +VAT Oral B Pro 3 3500 gift edition toothbrush 
set, 3 x Oral B Pro Expert toothbrushes and Dr 
Dent LED Light treatment whitening kit

3732 +VAT Braun TempleSwipe thermometer, Gillette 
4 in 1 Styler, Skin tag removal kits, Beard 
trimmer, manicure sets, derma rollers etc

3733 +VAT Estee Lauder Firm & Glow skincare 
delights gift set

3734 +VAT Liz Earle ' Your Daily Routine' gift set, 
Fresh, Mega Essentials & Heathcote & Ivory gift 
sets

3735 +VAT Vieve 'The Edit' makeup brush set

3736 +VAT Pro A690 makeup machine, GHD oval 
dressing brush, Remington hair styler and 2 silk 
eye masks

3737 +VAT Large bag of beauty products including 
false eyelashes, false nails, hair decorations, 
contact lens containers, sanitary ware, cotton 
pads etc

3738 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including essential 
oils, body wash, hair products, balms. 
moisturizers, cleaner etc

3739 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, hair products, serums, oils, lotions, 
moisturizers, pre shave etc

3740 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Pixi, L'Oreal, Redken, Garnier, bareMinerals, 
Sanctuary, Aesop and others

3741 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
self tanner, sun protection, laser aftercare, body 
wash, moisturizer, hair products, lotions, balms 
etc

3742 +VAT 5 x Eve Lom cleanser / creme 200ml and 
cleansing cloth

3743 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Pixi, Garnier, Toni & Guy, Kerastase, No. 7, 
Sanctuary, Neal's Yard, L'Oreal and others

3744 +VAT Diptyque 3 x 70g scented candles

3745 +VAT 3 x Diptyque Philosykos hand and body 
Lotion 200ml

3746 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, body wash, moisturizer, oils, balms etc

3747 +VAT 3 x Eve Lom cleanser creme 200ml

3748 +VAT Bath bombs, muscle soak, fragrance 
soaps and baby wipes

3749 +VAT Large assortment of cosmetics including 
Mark, technic, Fenty, NYX, tarte, Maybelline etc

3750 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Umberto, Laura Mercier, Christophe Robin, 
Revolution, Emma Hardie, No. 7 and others

3751 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including muscle 
soak, body wash, tan accelerator, deodorant, 
hair products, essential oils, balms, lotions etc

3752 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
body wash, lubricant, antiseptic cream, 
cleanser, hair products, oils, balms, moisturizers 
etc

3753 +VAT Selection of Pixi beauty tonics

3754 +VAT Selection of the The Ordinary beauty 
products

3755 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including 
deodorant, lubricant, hair products, cleanser, 
oils, balms, moisturizers et c

3756 +VAT Bag containing face & feet masks, 
inhalers, lip balms, beauty products sachets etc

3757 +VAT Himalayan bath salts, body lotion, scented 
candle, bath bombs and fragrance soaps

3758 +VAT 2 x Eve Lom Cleanser creme 200ml

3759 +VAT 3 x Eve Lom Cleanser creme 200ml

3760 +VAT Eve Lom Deluxe rescue ritual gift set
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3761 +VAT Pallet containing adult mixed clothing

3762 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Bershka and 
Stradivarius clothing

3763 +VAT Bag containing denim wear including 
Stradivarius, Wranglers, Fat Face etc

3764 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Fabletics, Gym King, Sweaty Betty etc

3765 +VAT Bag containing tops and trousers from 
Ralph Lauren, Pretty Green and Carhartt

3766 +VAT Bag containing dresses and top from 
Monsoon, Boohoo, Urban Outfitters and Mango

3767 +VAT Bag containing jackets and tops from 
Nasty Gal, Karen Millen, Principles and Crew 
Clothing Company

3768 +VAT Bag containing suits and coats from River 
Island, White Icy, The North Face, etc

3769 +VAT Gucci ophidia wallet with box

3770 +VAT Monsoon ladies ellen lace dress in blue 
size 12 (hanging)

3771 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3772 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3773 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3774 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3775 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing ages 3 
and under

3776 Large selection of children's sportswear to 
include Adidas, Nike, Hype, etc

3777 Large selection of children's Next clothing in 
various styles

3778 Selection of children's designer clothing to 
include Stone Island, Kenzo, Ralph Lauren, 
Lacoste and The North Face

3779 Selection of children's clothing to include COS, 
Supedry, Salt Rock, DKNY, Levis, Fat Face, 
Boden and Mini Mals

3780 Selection of baby clothing to include Boden, 
Blade & Rose, JoJo Maman Bebe, Mori, Frugi, 
Joules, Toby Tiger, Little Green Radicals and 
Brora

3781 Selection of children's accessories to include 
gloves, socks, underwear, etc

3782 Selection of baby accessories to include bibs, 
socks, blankets, etc

3783 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
4+

3784 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3785 +VAT Selection of Zara and Bershka clothing in 
various styles

3786 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Misspap, GRaw, New Look, etc

3787 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Puma, 
Nike, Fabletics, etc

3788 +VAT Selection of Missguided clothing in 
various styles

3789 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3790 +VAT Selection of BooHoo clothing in various 
styles

3791 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jack Wills, 
French Connection, Phase Eight, Monsoon and 
Whistles

3792 +VAT Selection of Hush clothing in various 
styles

3793 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Nobody's 
Child, Glamorous, ASOS Design, Liquorice 
Topshop and Oh Polly

3794 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, Crew Clothing Company, Timberland, 
Jigsaw and Urban Outfitters

3795 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3796 +VAT Valentino small over the shoulder 
handbag in black with dust bag

3797 +VAT Gerard Darel round belt in navy size T2

3798 +VAT Maverick & Co large backpack in black 
with box and dust bag

3799 +VAT Farfield Original borg jacket in blue / 
cream size medium (hanging)

3800 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3801 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear, Bershka 
and Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3802 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Sosandar, BooHoo, H&M, etc

3803 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Under Armour, Adidas, etc

3804 +VAT Selection of Nasty Gal clothing in various 
styles

3805 +VAT Selection of BooHoo clothing in various 
styles

3806 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles
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3807 +VAT Selection of White Stuff clothing in various 
styles

3808 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Capsule & 
Other Stories, Arket, Pretty Lavish, River Island, 
ASOS Design and Never Fully Dressed

3809 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Stockholm 
Atelier & Other Stories, Molly O'Halloran, Reiss, 
Fat Face, Disney X Cath Kidston, Boden, 
Hollister and Urban Outfitters

3810 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Popped 
London, All Saints, Carhartt, Hugo Boss, Gant, 
Pretty Green, Lacoste, The North Face and Fat 
Face

3811 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger bumbag in black

3812 +VAT Elizabeth Scarlett London conservation 
collection oil green velvet pouch 20x30cm 100% 
cotton velvet with dust bag

3813 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3814 +VAT Selection of Zara, Stradivarius, Pull & 
Bear, Bershka and Massimo Dutti, etc

3815 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Ed 
Hardy, Weekday, River Island, etc

3816 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Hype, Umbro, etc

3817 +VAT Selection of Days for Girls panty liner sets 
various colours and styles

3818 +VAT Large selection of Pretty Little Thing 
clothing in various styles

3819 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3820 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Atelier & 
Other Stories, Boden, Fred & Elsie and House of 
Cb

3821 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Roman 
and Sea Salt Cornwall

3822 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Trendyol, 
Oh Polly, Club London, River Island, Blue 
Vanilla, Yumi

3823 +VAT Selection of handbags, purses, bags, etc

3824 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mama 
Established, Twisted Wunder, Free People, 
Joules and Oasis

3825 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Paul & 
Shark, Levi, Guess, Marvoti, Pretty Green and 
Boden

3826 +VAT Lighthouse ladies beachcomber jacket in 
orange size 12 (hanging)

3827 +VAT Gnocchi Jeans puffer jacket in black size 
large (hanging)

3828 +VAT Palace "Direct Gold " t-shirt in black size 
large (hanging)

3829 +VAT DKNY all over logo handbag in black with 
dust bag (signs of use)

3830 +VAT 2 Zara handbags in red and blue with dust 
bags

3831 +VAT Pearl bedazzled ball clutch bag

3832 +VAT Ted Baker textured bobble matinnne 
purse in blush with box

3833 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3834 +VAT Selection of Zara, Stradivarius and Pull & 
Bear clothing in various styles

3835 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Puma, etc

3836 +VAT Selection of Lazuli Label sportswear in 
various styles

3837 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boohoo, 
Coast, Misspap, ISawItFirst and Phase Eight

3838 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monkl, 
Seasalt, Pink Vanilla, Monsoon and 
Anthropologie

3839 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Next 
Premium genuine leather jacket size large and 
House of Cavani waistcoat size 42R

3840 +VAT Selection of Oh Polly clothing in various 
styles

3841 +VAT DSquared2 skater jeans in distressed 
paint splatter design size 48 (hanging)

3842 +VAT Marc Jacobs the tote bag handbag in 
black with dust bag

3843 +VAT Michael Kors mini handbag in brown

3844 +VAT Peter Hahn Uta Raasch ladies blouse in 
black size 12 (hanging)

3845 +VAT Bellami ladies floral lace wedding dress 
with tiara size 22 (hanging)

3846 +VAT Lane Forty Five over jacket in orange with 
box (bagged)

3847 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3848 +VAT Selection of Zara and Stradivarius 
clothing in various styles

3849 +VAT Selection of Zara and Pull & Bear clothing 
in various styles

3850 +VAT Selection of Zara and Pull & Bear clothing 
in various styles
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3851 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include River 
Island, Monkl, Pretty Little Thing, etc

3852 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Superdry, Bershka, H&M Divided, etc

3853 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Hollister, Nike, Adidas, etc

3854 +VAT Selection of Salt Rock clothing in various 
styles

3855 +VAT 2 Billionaire Boy's Club t-shirts in black 
both size medium

3856 +VAT Selection of clothing to include River 
Island, Elsie & Fred, Maje, Expired Girl and Live

3857 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monsoon, 
Aurelie, SeaSalt, Lox+Ley, Boden, Fig Leaves 
and Jigsaw

3858 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oliver 
Bonas, SeaSalt, White Icy, Aurelie, Missguided 
and Cashmere Jigsaw

3859 +VAT Selection of clothing to include G-Star 
Raw, Hugo Boss, SeaSalt, Isobaa, Enyce, Pretty 
Green and Crew Clothing Company

3860 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3861 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3862 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3863 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3864 +VAT Amiri men's distressed jeans in black size 
36 (hanging)

3865 +VAT The British Museum floral print scarf

3866 +VAT Kenzo K-Tiger windbreaker jacket in blue 
black size medium (hanging)

3867 +VAT Pretty Boy Ugly World dice hoodie in 
black size XL (hanging)

3868 +VAT Telfar small cream shopping bag with dust 
bag

3869 +VAT 4 x Bianco Evento soft cream wedding 
veils

3870 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3871 +VAT Selection of Zara, Bershka, Pull & Bear 
and Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3872 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Weekday, BooHoo, BDG, etc

3873 +VAT Bag containing selection of sportswear, 
including Reebok, Venum/UFC, Mountain 
Warehouse etc

3874 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Roman, 
Coast, Uniqlo and Figleaves

3875 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NastGal, 
Goddiva, Nazz, Club London and Bella/and/Blue

3876 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Tommy 
Hilfiger, Fred Perry ,G-Star Raw and 
Craighoppers

3877 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi, Club 
London, Iimvclothing, Collusion, Free People, 
Seventy + Mochi and Vera & Lucy

3878 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly, 
Monsoon, Oasis, Guess and Club London

3879 +VAT Selection of BooHoo clothing in various 
styles

3880 +VAT Selection of Missguided clothing in 
various styles

3881 +VAT Selection of Unique clothing in various 
styles

3882 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger Tommy Jeans mom jean 
with embroidered detail size 28/30 (hanging)

3883 +VAT Bolongaro Trevor t-shirt and joggers both 
size XL

3884 +VAT H&M x Simone Rocha ladies sheer puff 
sleeve crop blouse size medium (bagged)

3885 +VAT Joseph Ribkoff ladies blouse in navy size 
10 (hanging)

3886 +VAT Dolce & Gabbana patchwork skirt in 
brown size 26/40 some signs of wear (hanging)

3887 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3888 +VAT Selection of Zara, Stradivarius, Pull & 
Bear and Bershka clothing in various styles

3889 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Carhart, Kangroo Poo, Pretty Little Thing, etc

3890 +VAT Selection of Nike sportswear in various 
styles

3891 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Puma, Adanola, etc

3892 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Weird 
Fish, Huf, Crew Clothing Company, Mountain 
Warehouse, Chaps and True Religion

3893 +VAT Selection of Karen Millen clothing in 
various styles

3894 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Weird 
Fish, Superdry, Hush, Harris Tweed, White 
Stuff, Oliver Bonas and Roman

3895 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Scamp & 
Dude, M&S, Vesper, Warehouse, Chelsea 
Peers, H&M and Oasis
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3896 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Urban 
Outfitters, Polarn O Pryett, Phase Eight, 
Monsoon, Joules, Boden and Maine

3897 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3898 +VAT Selection of various accessories to 
include scarfs, gloves, belts, etc

3899 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3900 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3901 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes size 3, 7 and 10

3902 +VAT Dr Martens Blaire sandals size 5

3903 +VAT Wills Vegan Store Oxford Brogues size 
EU 39

3904 +VAT Ugg Adirondack Boot III womens boots 
size 8

3905 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Retro White Black Panda 
(2021) size 9 (used)

3906 +VAT Keen Clearwater CNX sandals size 8.5

3907 +VAT Bag of loose sandals and slippers to 
include Hugo Boss, Emporio Armani and Adidas

3908 +VAT Vans TNT Advanced Prot size 11 and a 
pair of Adidas Runfalcon 2.0 size 9.5

3909 +VAT Bag of loose ladies shoes to include boots 
and heels

3910 +VAT Hobbs London Flo Ballerina size 8

3911 +VAT Bag of loose boots and ankle boots

3912 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include trainers 
(some showing signs of use)

3913 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include trainers by 
Asics, New Balance and Calvin Klein

3914 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include heels and 
flats

3915 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes (6 pairs)

3916 Bag of loose childrens shoes (approx 9 pairs, 
one used)

3917 +VAT Bag of loose shoes (1 showing signs of 
use)

3918 +VAT Stella McCartney Eclypse Monogram 
trainers (used, size unknown)

3919 Jordan 1 Mid White Black Gym Red childrens 
trainers size 6 (used)

3920 +VAT Nike Joyride CC3 Setter size 6 
(incomplete box)

3921 Burberry childrens trainers size EU 32 (used)

3922 +VAT Karen Millen Premium leather back strap 
detail fuschia heels size 6

3923 +VAT Hi-Tec Bandera Lite waterproof womens 
boots size 8

3924 +VAT Hi-Tec Bandera Lite waterproof womens 
boots size 8

3925 +VAT Hugo Boss Saturn Low trainers size 9

3926 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes sizes 5, 6 and 7

3927 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes sizes 5, 6 and 6

3928 +VAT Ted Baker London leather cardholder 
wallet in black with box

3929 +VAT 2 Ted Baker London small handbags in 
pink and white

3930 +VAT Ted Baker London ladies short star 
chemise in navy size 8 (hanging)

3931 +VAT Ted Baker London ladies denim mini skirt 
in midnight size 1 (hanging)

3932 +VAT Ted Baker London ladies stitch interest 
sleeveless knit jumper in white size 4 (hanging)

3933 +VAT Nadine Merabi ladies sequin jumpsuit in 
white size medium with box

3934 +VAT Karen Millen ladies leather extreme 
shoulder dress in cream size 12 (hanging)

3935 +VAT Kenzo k-tiger embroidered sweatshirt in 
green size XL (hanging)

3936 +VAT Ted Baker London men's 3 piece suit in 
light blue size Jacket 38R & trousers 32R with 
garment bag (bagged)

3937 +VAT Wrap London ladies washed denim dress 
size 20 (hanging)

3938 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult and 
children's clothing

3939 +VAT Pallet containing mixed linen items

3940 +VAT Nvlty London paint splatter puffer jacket, 
size small (hanging)

3941 +VAT Michael Kors black lightweight quilted 
jacket, size medium (hanging)

3942 +VAT Jack Orton tweed jacket, used condition, 
size large (hanging)

3943 +VAT Superdry Sports puffer jacket, size XL 
(hanging)

3944 +VAT Hugo Boss wool jacket in black with white 
flecks, size 44

3945 +VAT Snoozzy weighted blanket and two covers 
(and Snoozzy owl) for child's bed, size 36in x 
48in, 5lb weight

3946 +VAT Map of the World duvet cover for double 
bed
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3947 +VAT Indy travel bag (tan with Atlantic ocean 
flightpath interior)

3948 +VAT Carsicko logo denim jeans and jacket 
(jacket size medium, jeans size 30) (bagged)

3949 +VAT Bag containing 9 pairs of Pretty Little 
Thing red joggers, all size small

3950 +VAT Bag containing six Mint Velvet summer 
hats in two styles

3951 +VAT Bag containing two Mint Velvet ivory 
embroidered woven jumpers, both size small 
and a Mint Velvet light pink slash neck poncho

3952 +VAT Bag containing five Kassidy pink tiered 
boho maxi dresses, various sizes ranging from 8
-16

3953 +VAT Bag containing pair of Hebeos gowns 
(bridal/eveningwear), no sizes showing on 
clothing

3954 +VAT Bag containing 9 On Lock sweatshirts, t-
shirts and hoodie (various sizes and styles)

3955 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor Five Biker jacket in 
black, burgundy and navy, size small

3956 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor temple coat and 
trousers, coat size small, trousers size 32 
(bagged)

3957 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor floral satin navy 
waistcoat and trousers (waistcoat size 38, 
trousers size 32)

3958 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor dark blue coat, size 
medium

3959 +VAT Bolangaro Trevor black belted coat, size 
medium

3966 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Revolution, Elizabeth Arden, AHC, Wella, 
Kiehl's, Garner and more

3967 +VAT Christophe Robin purifying scrubs and 
regenerating masks

3968 +VAT Selection of Lancome lotions, creams and 
lipsticks

3969 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Pixi, Kerastase, UD, L'Oreal, Ash Beauty, Paul 
Mitchell and others

3970 +VAT Elemis beauty products including Pro-
Collagen Marine creams, Apricot & Lavender 
toners, cleansing oil etc

3971 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
hair products, toothpaste, body wash, 
moisturizers, lotions, oils, sun protection etc

3972 +VAT Large bag of beauty accessories including 
false eyelashes, nails, men's & ladies sanitary 
ware, makeup bags, nail brush, face cloths etc

3973 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including cologne, 
sun protection, cleanser, self tan, hair products, 
serums, balms, oils etc

3974 +VAT 3 x Eve Lom cleanser creme 200ml

3975 +VAT 4 x Eve Lom Gel Balm cleanser 100ml

3976 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Garnier, L'Oreal, TRESemme, Revolution and 
others

3977 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, moisturizers, deodorants, shower gel, 
lubricant etc

3978 +VAT Bath bombs, fragrance soaps, bath salts, 
wet wipes etc

3979 +VAT Face & Feet masks, lip balms, collagen, 
fragrance samples, condoms etc

3980 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Neom, Kerastase, Revolution, L'Oreal, Doterra, 
Caudalie and others

3981 +VAT Christophe Robin cleansing purifying 
scrubs and regenerating masks

3982 +VAT Bag containing beauty accessories 
including hair brushes, hair clips & decorations, 
false eyelashes, false nails, sanitary ware etc

3983 +VAT Wax pot, Cnaier spin facial brush, beard 
brushes & grooming kits, derma rollers, 
rechargeable travel toothbrush case, Ice globe, 
tweezers, nail files etc

3984 +VAT Large assortment of cosmetics including 
W7, Rimmel, benefit, Kiko, Max Factor, 
Maybelline and others

3985 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including self tan, 
lotions, moisturizers, hair products etc

3986 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
hair products, body lotion, moisturizers, oils etc

3987 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Urban Decay, No. 7, Younique, Garnier, L'Oreal, 
Keys, Liz Earle and more

3988 +VAT 2 x Eve Lom Deluxe Rescue Ritual gift 
sets

3989 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries

3990 +VAT 4 x Eve Lom cleaner cream 200ml

3991 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
L'oreal, Korres, Elizabeth Arden, Pixi, Garnier 
and others

3992 +VAT Bath bombs, fragrance soaps, wet wipes 
and bath salts

3993 +VAT Large bag of beauty accessories including 
false nails, false eyelashes, sanitary ware, face 
& feet masks, cotton pads, lip balms etc
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3994 +VAT 4 x Eve Lom cleanser creams

3995 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
Arbonne, Acti-Labs, Elizabeth Arden, Caudalie, 
Christophe Robin and others

3996 +VAT 3 x Eve Lom 200 ml cleanser creams and 
1 x Eve Lom 100 ml cleaner cream

3997 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries comprising 
Elemis, Emma Hardie, REN, The Ordinary and 
YSL

3998 +VAT Selection of Tropic beauty products

3999 +VAT Selection of Ash Beauty facial oils and 
clay masks

4001 BU51 JJZ (2001) Damon Challenger American 
Motor Home, 4 berth, on Chevrolet Workhorse 
chassis with two electrically operated slide outs, 
6500cc diesel, MOT to 3rd May 2023, 29,950 
kilometres from new. Large folder of handbooks 
for the vehicle and fittings. 
4 berth (double bed and sofa bed) Shower, WC, 
wash hand basin Gas oven & hob, sink, 
American fridge/freezer (12v/240v or gas) 
American microwave The vehicle has 5 seat 
belts so can legally carry 5 people Gas central 
heating (not currently functioning); Two Halogen 
electric heaters; Cab air conditioning; Two fitted 
TV’s; Low energy lighting; Reversing camera; 
Ladder to roof; Extensive exterior storage; 
Electric extension cables; Gas powered 
generator; 60 litre Propane gas tank for 
generator, cooking and Fridge/Freezer; Towbar 
bracket (not ball); Electric step and electric wing 
mirrors (neither currently functioning); Leisure 
batteries (not connected); 200 litre clean water 
tank; Waste water tank; Sewage tank; External 
shower fitment; Barbeque 
Also a large folder of handbooks for the vehicle 
and fittings

4002 (2013) BMW ZR Drive 18I M sport convertible in 
black, petrol 1997cc, first registered 
13/05/2013registration plate SL13 UDS, 
showing 66075 miles, Mot until 28/12/2022, five 
former keepers, V5, handbook and key, some 
receipts, HPi checked

4003 (2006) Vauxhall Vivaro 2900 CDTi SWB panel 
van in white, diesel 1870cc, first registered 
29/09/2006 registration plate FN56 VHW, 
mileage unknown, Mot until 11/08/2022, three 
former keepers, V5, handbook and key, HPi 
checked, vendor states new head cambelt, 
comes with various receipts and paperwork 
showing work done

4021 +VAT Paselec E-Pas Technology electric bike 
with charger

4022 Bianchi green and yellow racing cycle

4023 Grey and purple childs bike

4024 Light grey BMX

4025 2 small childs bikes in black

4026 Kscycling white mountain bike

4027 Vintage fold up blue bike

4028 Amacco suspension mountain bike

4029 Silver Reebok ladies bike

4030 Green Dawes ladies bikes

4031 +VAT Jetson Beam electric scooter

4032 Green and silver Conor ladies bike

4033 Pink Raleigh Misty ladies bike

4034 +VAT Boxed electric scooter

4035 Vintage Butcher's style bike

4036 Silver foldup bike

4037 Blue foldup bike

4038 White Cross gents mountain bike

4039 +VAT Lombardo electric bike with battery and 
charger

4040 +VAT Pink and black girsl mountain bike

4041 +VAT Jetson Bolt electric scooter with charger

4042 Multi coloured BMX

4043 Trek red and black mountain bike

4044 Raleigh Arena racing cycle

4045 TrakAttack gents mountain bike

4046 Silver and green ladies bike

4047 Emelle green girls bike

4048 Ammaco red boys mountain bike

4049 Green, black and white gents mountain bike

4050 Python black and green kids mountain bike

4051 Pro-Motive childs mountain bike

4052 Black Claude Butler town bike

4053 +VAT 35 brown high-backed dining chairs in 
very worn condition with lightweight black covers

4054 Stihl HS60AV petrol powered hedge cutter

4055 +VAT Stihl HS45 boxed petrol powered hedge 
cutter

4056 +VAT Stihl HS45 boxed petrol powered hedge 
cutter

4057 Stihl MS230 petrol powered chainsaw
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4058 +VAT Stihl HSA86 battery powered hedge 
cutter, no battery or charger

4059 Stihl FS66 petrol powered strimmer

4060 *Withdrawn*

4061 Electric boxed hedge trimmer

4062 Long reach battery powered hedge cutter, no 
battery or charger

4063 McCullough petrol powered chainsaw

4064 2 Bosch electric strimmers

4065 Kawasaki petrol powered strimmer

4066 Sovereign petrol powered bentshaft strimmer

4067 +VAT Hawksmoor battery powered chainsaw, 1 
battery, no charger

4068 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered chainsaw

4069 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol multi tool, boxed

4070 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol multi tool, boxed

4071 Red Mountfield petrol powered leaf blower

4072 *Withdrawn*

4073 Makita 12.5ins disc cutter

4074 Foldup table, 2 cobblers lasts, and small 
quantity of garden tools

4075 Large quantity of assorted garden tools inc. 
watering cans, rakes, hoes, pitch forks, saws 
etc.

4076 Small quantity of tools, inc. camping gas bottles, 
hose reel, spirit levels, fork, etc.

4077 56 plastic chicken feeders

4078 Small quantity of garden tools and empty hose 
reel

4079 Ryobi petrol powered leaf blower

4080 Coopers electric leaf blower

4081 +VAT Boxed Hawksmoor petrol powered brush 
cutter

4082 Worx edging stimmer with 1 battery and charger

4083 +VAT Webb electric leaf blower

4084 Flymo electric strimmer

4085 Ryobi petrol powered strimmer

4086 Grey Ryobi petrol powered strimmer

4087 Ryobi multi tool with hedge cutter and strimmer 
attachment

4088 +VAT Hawksmoor electric chainsaw with 
detached blade

4089 Titan electric chainsaw with oil

4090 +VAT Quantity of bamboo canes, and artificial 
flower trellis, fence net

4091 Mini cordless battery powered chainsaw

4092 Petrol powered long reach lopper

4093 +VAT 2 grow houses

4094 +VAT 4 packs of drainage gulleys

4095 +VAT 3 Hawksmoor spades

4096 +VAT 3 Hawksmoor spades

4097 +VAT Silverline sledgehammer, root cutter, and 
long rake

4098 +VAT 2 Roughneck splitting balls and a 
sledgehammer

4099 +VAT Hawksmoor post hole rammer, fork, and 
pair of shears

4100 +VAT Fiskers long reach lopper

4101 +VAT 2 Hawksmoor round edge spades

4102 +VAT Bowl of artificial roses

4103 +VAT Quantity of joist hangers and light duty 
straps

4104 +VAT Heavy duty rubber matting and doormat

4105 +VAT Boxed Giraffe Tools hose reel

4106 Reel of mesh

4107 Assortment of beer making equipment inc. kegs, 
keg on stand, coil, bottles, etc.

4108 Pond filter box

4109 Grey electric hedge cutter

4110 Traffic light

4111 2 foldup garden chairs and small foldup table

4112 Large demi john

4113 Wheel clamp, caravan stabiliser and mirrors

4114 +VAT Post shoes and post spikes

4115 +VAT Bag of fish food

4116 +VAT Quantity of items to inc. wooden brackets, 
gate latches, metal gate furniture, angles etc.

4117 +VAT 2 mats, 2 packs of bulbs, and lawn feed

4118 +VAT Box of glass plates and Weller glass 
soldering kit

4119 +VAT 4 assorted lights

4120 +VAT 2 patio heater floor stands and cowling

4121 +VAT 3 boxes of LED string lights and birch 
branch light
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4122 +VAT 2 green jerry cans

4123 2 bike wheels and pump

4124 +VAT 3 boxed Alligator saws

4125 Boxed garden border and tub of weed killer

4126 Boxed e-scooter

4127 +VAT 3 brown boxed garden sprayers and 3 
Ronseal garden sprayers

4128 4 vintage fuel cans

4129 +VAT Damp proof membrane, weed control 
fabric, etc.

4130 +VAT Composter and water butt

4131 Tall water butt on stand

4132 +VAT Box of burning logs

4133 +VAT Galvanized rubbish bin

4134 +VAT Gardenline smoker BBQ

4135 Gardenline smoker BBQ

4136 Gardenline smoker BBQ

4137 +VAT Small 3 piece patio set comprising glass 
top coffee table and 2 chairs

4138 2 wooden folding chairs

4139 4 wooden slatted folding garden chairs

4140 Rattan round garden table

4141 Cantilever parasol base

4142 +VAT Round metal tile top garden table and 2 
swivel chairs

4143 Boxed Bali Lay-Z spa

4144 +VAT Rattan garden set comprising 3 seater 
sofa with canopy, 3 chairs and side table

4145 +VAT Rattan garden set comprising 3 seater 
sofa with canopy, 3 chairs and side table

4146 +VAT Lifetime flatpack folding garden bench

4147 +VAT Cantilever parasol, no base stand

4148 +VAT 2 rattan side tables

4149 +VAT Box containing flat pack chair parts

4150 +VAT Small rattan bench seat with cushion

4151 +VAT Boxed flat pack BBQ (parts only)

4152 +VAT Rattan single hanging edge style chair

4153 +VAT Rattan single hanging edge style chair

4154 +VAT Boxed wooden garden storage cabinet in 
flat pack form

4155 +VAT Gardena hose reel and hose

4156 +VAT Gardena hose reel and hose

4157 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4158 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4159 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4160 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4161 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4162 +VAT Boxed Garden hose reel and hose

4163 +VAT Pallet of assorted items incl. folding rack, 
mats, parasol base, snooker cue, display racks, 
chain, etc.

4164 +VAT Lay-Z-Spa pump

4165 +VAT Mesh garden recliner

4166 Vintage Hot Rod childs pedal car

4167 +VAT Large black double section BBQ

4168 Small bird table

4169 Small bird table

4170 +VAT Square glass top garden table with 3 
stools and 1 chair

4171 Large folding dog cage

4172 Argo large heat pump

4173 Argo small heat pump

4174 Large rectangular wooden garden table with 
trunked legs and 2 benches with trunked base

4175 Assorted garden pots

4176 4 3' fence panels

4177 2 wooden folding garden chairs

4178 4 metal chair frames (no bases)

4179 4 assorted deck chairs

4180 Butlers sink

4181 +VAT Flat pack arbour

4182 2 small wooden planters on legs

4183 2 large wooden planters

4184 2 small wooden planters

4185 2 large wooden planters on legs

4186 +VAT Keter grey and black storage box

4187 +VAT Keter grey and black storage box

4188 +VAT Pallet containing plastic pipe, mesh, 
wooden panels, speed hump, aerial brackets, 
etc.

4189 +VAT Flat pack canopy
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4190 Pallet of terracotta coloured garden edging

4191 2 large flag poles

4192 Large metal parts rack with seven small 
galvanised bins

4193 Kawasaki stand up jet ski, no engine

4194 Checker plate pick up back box

4195 Pair of metal garden gates

4196 Metal framed workshop bench with vice

4197 Pallet of planked timber

4198 Half pallet of breeze blocks

4199 Flat pack shed

4200 Pallet of battened timber

4201 +VAT Assorted metal shelving in various states

4202 +VAT Steel scaffold tower with boards

4203 Large pallet of assorted size rough sawn timber

4204 4 pieces of stone on pallet

4205 5 large pieces and 2 small pieces of stone on 
pallet

4206 3 large pieces of stone on pallet

4207 +VAT Brearley metal guillotine

4208 +VAT Metal working bench with double ended 
bench grinder

4209 +VAT Small metal working bench

4210 3 metal gates

4211 9 wooden posts

4212 Large pallet of planked timber

4213 Large pallet of long lengths of timber

4214 Large pallet of various lengths and sizes of 
timber

4215 Large twin axle flat bed galvanized base trailer 
with beaver tail and tilting mechanism

4216 Large dumpy bag of wood off cuts

4217 2 small trestles, pallet of garden tools, 
galvanized bin and water butt

4218 Small pallet of various pieces of wood

4221 +VAT 2 artificial bay trees

4222 4 assorted blue glazed pots

4223 +VAT Wooden half barrel planter

4224 +VAT Wooden half barrel planter

4225 Wooden bird table

4226 Cast iron fireplace with tiled surround

4227 2 small garden statues of ladies

4228 Large concrete garden statue of a lady

4229 Small bird bath and extra plinth

4230 Smoker barbeque

4231 +VAT Flatpack tent

4232 Large stack of blue carpet tiles

4233 +VAT Box containing flat pack shed parts

4234 +VAT Bagged gazebo

4235 +VAT Boxed plum children's activity set

4236 +VAT Coleman pop up shelter

4237 +VAT Coleman pop up shelter

4238 +VAT Bagged spa

4239 +VAT Intex inflatable paddle board

4240 Airbed and a sleeping bag

4241 2 tennis net posts

4242 Small set of clubs and golf bag

4243 +VAT Small sleeping bag and blow up mattress

4244 +VAT 2 garden parasols, no bottom poles

4245 Flatpack boxed gazebo

4246 Leifheit fold out washing line

4247 2 golf jackets

4248 +VAT Flatpack storage cabinet

4249 +VAT 3 assorted golf clubs

4250 Halfords cool box

4251 +VAT Regatta outdoor tent and a small 6 person 
tent

4252 +VAT 10 person core equipment tent

4253 +VAT Easy glide 3 wheeled golf trolley

4254 +VAT Yamaha snow buggy

4255 +VAT 2 grey reclining chairs

4256 +VAT Blue garden reclining chair

4257 Multi position extending ladder

4258 Vehicle rear step

4259 Large metal fire chimney

4260 Cast iron metal fire surround with tiles

4261 Cast iron metal fire surround with tiles

4262 Small double section aluminium ladder
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4263 Double section aluminium ladder and a 7 tread 
aluminium step ladder

4264 White 2 panel internal door and a glazed internal 
door

4265 5 part glazed white internal doors

4266 Large roll of rubber

4267 +VAT 4 white uPVC glazed windows

4268 2 pieces of King Span insulation board

4269 Centre pivot low profile roof light

4270 +VAT Quantity of metal sheets

4271 +VAT Solar panel

4272 +VAT 4 assorted radiators in various conditions

4273 +VAT Large quantity of chrome wardrobe rail

4274 +VAT Boxed traditional towel radiator

4275 +VAT Tall chrome towel radiator

4276 +VAT Black modern design radiator

4277 +VAT 2 white modern design radiators

4278 +VAT 2 corner shower trays

4279 Large Honda F800 petrol powered rotovator

4280 Red petrol powered rotary mower, no grass box

4281 Castle Garden red petrol powered rotary mower, 
no grass box

4282 Hayter Harrier green petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4283 Handy push mower with grass box

4284 Flymo easy glide electric mower

4285 Honda silver petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4286 Mountfield laser petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4287 McCulloch yellow petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4288 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4289 +VAT Mountfield silver petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4290 RoughCut petrol powered rotary mower, no 
grass box

4291 Honda petrol powered rotary mower, no grass 
box

4292 +VAT Mountfield red petrol powered rotary 
mower, with grass box

4293 Green Qualcast petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4294 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4295 Wilco red petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4296 +VAT Mountfield red petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4297 Red Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4298 Flymo silver petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4299 Small petrol powered rotovator

4300 Honda 425 HRB petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4301 +VAT Makita battery powered mower, no battery 
or charger

4302 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4303 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4304 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4305 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4306 Battery powered garden mower with battery and 
charger, Ryobi strimmer, and mini tiller

4307 +VAT Hawksmoor petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4308 Hayter Harrier green petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4309 Red Sovereign petrol powered rotary mower no 
grass box

4310 Hayter Harrier petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4311 Ferrex electric mower, no grass box

4312 Small petrol powered quadbike

4313 Galvanised wheelbarrow

4314 McCullough petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4315 4 packs of wooden flooring

4316 Pallet of various assorted tiles

4317 9 slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4318 8 slim high efficienct LED floodlights

4319 8 slim high efficienct LED floodlights

4320 7 slim high efficiency LED floodlights
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4321 7 slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4322 7 slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4323 Five boxes of blue face masks, two boxes of 
coveralls and two boxes of face shields

4324 +VAT Louisiana Grill Smoker cabinet

4325 Petrol powered go-kart

4326 3-wheeled large mobility scooter

4327 Quingo Air mobility scooter

4328 Quingo Air mobility scooter

4329 Three wheel blue mobility scooter

4330 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4331 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4332 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4333 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4334 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4335 +VAT Pallet containing 48 boxes of 360x275 
Grasmere slate matte wall tiles

4336 +VAT Pallet containing 48 boxes of 360x275 
Grasmere slate matte wall tiles

4337 +VAT Pallet containing 48 boxes of 360x275 
Grasmere slate matte wall tiles

4338 +VAT Pallet of 40 boxes of 60x30 Ashlar warm 
taupe textured tiles

4339 +VAT Pallet of 40 boxes of 60x30 Ashlar warm 
taupe textured tiles

4340 +VAT Pallet of 40 boxes of 60x30 Ashlar warm 
taupe textured tiles

4341 +VAT Pallet of 40 boxes of 60x30 Ashlar warm 
taupe textured tiles

4342 +VAT Toilet pan and cistern (cracked top)

4343 +VAT Small grey vanity unit with wash hand 
basin

4344 +VAT 14 packs of green and black refuse sacks

4345 2 electric shower units

4346 +VAT 2 Grohe single taps, and Grohe kitchen 
mixer tap

4347 +VAT 3 boxed Ebb kitchen and bathtaps

4348 +VAT Chrome towel radiator

4349 +VAT Wooden loft ladder with hatch

4350 Boxed illuminated bathroom mirror

4351 +VAT 2 shower rails

4352 +VAT Illuminated bathroom mirror

4353 +VAT 11 rolls of asssorted cable

4354 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4355 +VAT Double bowl stainless steel sink

4356 +VAT 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink

4357 +VAT 2 singles bowl stainless steel sinks

4358 +VAT 7 boxed ceiling centres

4359 +VAT 5 bottles of hand sanitiser

4360 Quantity of flatpack cardboard boxes

4361 Large roll of bubblewrap

4362 Thin roll of bubblewrap

4363 +VAT 9 boxes of multi purpose cleaning wipes

4364 +VAT Large rectangular shower tray

4365 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4366 Vintage wash hand basin with taps

4367 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4368 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4369 Single bowl stainless steel sink

4370 +VAT 8 white toilet seats

4372 5 boxed ceiling lights

4373 Box of spotlights

4374 600x800 radiator

4375 +VAT 2 stacks of cardboard boxes

4376 Hardwood 2-part stable door

4377 11 rolls of loft insulation

4378 11 rolls of loft insulation

4379 +VAT Pallet containing soya flour, blinds, vinyl, 
and other material

4380 +VAT Box containing filters

4381 Pallet containing printers, and ink cartridges, 
and phones

4382 +VAT 6 brown tub chairs with cushions and 3 
dark wood pub-style tables

4383 +VAT Quantity of metal kitchen pullout wire units

4384 Lime wash finish open bookcase

4385 2 ash-effect lateral drawer cabinets

4386 2 maple-effect lateral filing drawers
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4387 +VAT 2 white bar stools

4388 Ash-effect wave-fronted office desk with 3-
drawer pedestal and 2 small shelving units

4389 Pedestal fan

4390 Bisley 2 door metal stationery cupboard

4391 Bisley 2 door metal stationery cupboard

4392 Fold up plastic table

4393 +VAT 8 cream leather topped wooden framed 
barstools

4394 Wooden oak effect office desk with 2 drawer 
pedestal and a 2 door cabinet

4395 Wooden black slide framed chair

4396 Grey metal multi drawer filing cabinet

4397 Grey metal multi drawer filing cabinet

4398 Black multi drawer metal filing cabinet

4399 Black chrome based bar stools

4400 Black chrome based bar stools

4401 2 black chrome based bar stools

4402 Black high back executive style swivel armchair 
(Broken arm)

4403 +VAT White glass topped rise and fall desk

4404 +VAT 8 boxes of document enclosed wallets

4405 +VAT Black and blue swivel armchair

4406 +VAT Quantity of display stands

4407 +VAT 12 packs of white sticky labels

4408 +VAT Wooden rise and fall desk

4409 +VAT Projector screen

4410 Flipchart board

4411 +VAT 6 pasting tables

4412 +VAT 2 display rack boxes with a display rack

4413 Small SIP welder

4414 Petrol powered water pump

4415 Petrol powered motor

4416 Trolley jack

4417 Luna dust extractor

4418 Large floor fan

4419 Site transformer box

4420 Two site lights

4421 Sealey petrol powered generator

4422 Cebora welder

4423 +VAT Two wheeled burgundy trolley

4424 Bell wacker plate

4425 Stephill generator

4426 Small blue sack truck

4427 Vintage sack barrow

4428 Red petrol powered generator

4429 Fly press

4430 Pack of rubber tiles

4431 Large pallet containing extension cables, ratchet 
straps, decorating items, diamond blades, small 
trolley, hard hats etc

4432 +VAT Van armour guard storage box

4433 Four 110v transformers and some 110v leads

4434 Scrapers complete with handles and squeegee 
heads

4435 +VAT Four assorted vacuum cleaners

4436 Two transformers, 110v cables and a box of 
assorted plugs

4437 Large pallet of wall tiles and tile adhesive

4438 +VAT Creeper board, motorbike wheel, bike 
wheel, a frame, some hoses and some lights

4439 +VAT Large pallet box containing various items 
to include extractor fans, hoses, filters, silicone, 
cleaning products, hinges etc

4440 +VAT Large pallet containing wallpaper, sealant, 
brackets, electrical items, flush valves, light etc

4441 +VAT Pallet containing various car parts and 
accessories plus bike parts

4442 Roller stand

4443 Lister vintage diesel engine

4444 +VAT Small circular saw

4445 Elektra Beckum table saw

4446 Numatic vacuum cleaner

4447 Electric mini mixer

4448 Two boxes of hard hats and two bags of hard 
hats

4449 Umf Ruhla milling machine

4450 Industrial Isuzu diesel van pack jet washer, 
300psi, low work hours on clock (150 hrs), very 
long hydraulic wind/rewind hose, large water 
tank on rear and anti-freeze tank.electric start 
with key.

4451 Dust extraction unit
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4452 Bench saw

4453 Three Makita display stands

4454 Green dehumidifier

4455 Green dehumidifier

4456 Green dehumidifier

4457 Arcotherm space heater

4458 Four tyres size 225/45/17

4459 +VAT Four Jaguar alloy wheels and tyres size 
245/40/18

4460 Four Audi alloy wheels and a steel wheel and 
tyre

4461 Two Ford wheels and a space saver wheel and 
tyre

4462 +VAT Alloy wheel and tyre

4463 +VAT Large alloy wheel

4464 Small sack truck

4465 Four Mitsubishi steel wheels

4466 +VAT Quantity of patio heater parts

4467 Two stacks of road cones

4468 +VAT Poly tank

4469 +VAT Quantity of wall starter packs

4470 +VAT Half a pallet of fire extinguishers

4471 Large metal parts rack with various assorted 
parts

4472 Two pallets of empty Makita tool cases

4473 Two pallets of empty Makita tool cases

4474 Two pallets of empty Makita tool cases

4475 +VAT PAllet of assorted laminate and vinyl 
flooring

4476 Two workbenches

4477 +VAT Quantity of decorating items and paint to 
include rollers, filler, roller sleeves, buckets etc

4478 Hole punch and binding machine

4479 Four thermal transfer blocks

4480 Five boxes of contour safety glasses

4481 +VAT Quantity on items to include lifting blocks, 
bearings, welding helmet, clamp etc

4482 Makita electric plane, no battery or charger

4483 +VAT Large stainless steel vessel

4484 Parkside table saw

4485 Boxed Bosch router

4486 Box of assorted hinges, chocolate blocks, air 
conditioning recharger, small extension cable 
and various tools

4487 Crate containing battery tools and batteries and 
a hoist

4488 Makita reciprocating saw, no battery or charger

4489 Boxed Ultimate Speed car charger

4490 Box of assorted drill bits

4491 +VAT Four long wood bits

4492 Snap-on air gun

4493 Bosch battery drill with two batteries and charger

4494 Metal tin containing woodworking vice, cables 
and files

4495 Box containing Silver Line safety goggles

4496 110v DeWalt circular saw

4497 Parkside belt sander and a Bosch 110v electric 
plane

4498 Makita jigsaw

4499 Titan multi-tool

4500 Small quantity of Honda motorcycle fairings

4501 Three boxes of assorted items to include ratchet 
straps, bike seat, furniture feet, brick light, string 
etc

4502 Firefly Pyxis solar power pack

4503 Six assorted boxes containing silicone, mortar 
tone, brackets, paint mixing pots, metal 
brackets, chuck etc

4504 Four boxes of various items including grinding 
discs, gate hinges, flashing light, plumbing items 
etc

4505 Box containing 110v transformer, leads and a 
light

4506 +VAT Keter folding work table

4507 Boxed Makita DLS 713Z battery powered chop 
saw, no battery or charger

4508 Large reel of electric cable

4509 2 toolboxes containing circular saw, 
screwdrivers, planes, saws, drill bits, etc.

4510 +VAT 10 green boxes of assorted screws

4511 3 boxes of disposable ear plugs and 4 paint 
stirrers

4512 +VAT Approx. 28 boxes of various screws

4513 Scorpion saw, Hitachi 110v circular saw and 
smoke machine
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4514 Plastic toolbox containing various tools incl. 
screwdrivers, pliers, files, etc.

4515 Hitachi 110v jigsaw

4516 Makita 110v reciprocating saw

4517 Worx 240v reciprocating saw

4518 Pack of work gloves

4519 Fall Arrest block

4520 2 boxes of used lorry straps

4521 +VAT Large box of grey shelf brackets

4522 Large under bay containing wallpaper stripper, 
fixings, spirit level, saws, sanders, etc.

4523 Plastic crate containing car parts, springs, 
motorbike frame and 2 boxes of nuts and bolts

4524 +VAT 2 large boxes of Reisser wood screws

4525 Blue punch and fixings

4526 +VAT 7 boxes of push in insulating connectors 
and nuts

4527 2 orange lorry straps

4528 LED flood light

4529 Laser level

4530 2 boxes of ear defenders

4531 3.5 tubs of multipurpose detergent

4532 Small plastic box containing tow ball, trailer 
reflectors and plug

4533 +VAT DeWalt 12v battery drill with 2 batteries 
and charger

4534 +VAT 2 Makita battery drills with no batteries or 
charger

4535 +VAT Makita 110v reciprocating saw

4536 3 vintage steering wheels

4537 +VAT Bag of silicon sealant

4538 +VAT 2 boxes containing screws, strimmer 
head, fixings and other tools

4539 +VAT 1/4 under bay of car cleaning chemicals 
and other chemicals

4540 +VAT 2 large alley blocks and steel tubing

4541 Red bench saw

4542 DeWalt 110v chop saw

4543 +VAT Black + Decker battery drill

4544 2 vintage railway lamps and Erbauer work light

4545 +VAT 2 small linbins of bolts and washers

4546 Band saw

4547 +VAT 2 crates of assorted silicon

4548 Small power performance pillar drill

4549 +VAT Large cardboard box of silicon and silicon 
guns

4550 +VAT Roll of rubber matting

4551 4 boxes of assorted electrical switches, sockets, 
TV aerial points, etc.

4552 +VAT 5 boxes of various car parts incl. horns, 
lights, filters, light covers, etc.

4553 Seven boxes of car parts and accessories 
including mirrors, cables, trailer parts etc

4554 Two Stanley saw horses

4555 Bag of diving gear: wetsuit, sleeping bag etc. 
£40-60

4556 +VAT Half an underbay of assorted items to 
include work lights, silicone, bungee straps

4557 +VAT Box containing RCD fused spur units

4558 +VAT Quantity of items including torque wrench, 
battery, tyre inflator, two fold up shovels, sabre 
saw, small vice, sash clamp etc

4559 +VAT Box containing various quick draw 
karabiner style clips

4560 +VAT Makita double battery charger with two 
batteries

4561 +VAT Three boxes of DeWalt brad nails

4562 +VAT Battery for an electric bike

4563 +VAT Pack of 100 Irwin utility knife blades

4564 Box containing utility knife blades and Stanley 
knife blades

4565 DeWalt battery drill with one battery and charger

4566 DeWalt battery drill with one battery and charger

4567 Box containing Vernier height gauge, self 
centring four drawer chuck, milling cutters, 
toolmakers grinding vice and various other 
engineering parts

4568 Box containing a Makita DRT50 battery powered 
router, no battery or charger

4569 Small Hilka safe with key

4570 +VAT Makita cordless circular saw complete 
with one battery and charger

4571 Paslode impulse IM350-90 CT nail gun with two 
batteries and charger

4572 Paslode Impulse IM65 F16 nail gun with one 
battery, charger and cartridges

4573 +VAT Three 18v Black and Decker drills, no 
batteries or charger
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4574 Large quantity of Vernier calipers and 
micrometers including a Skoda live centre with 
various ends

4575 +VAT LED ceiling light

4576 +VAT Einhell boxed battery drill with one battery 
and charger

4579 +VAT Two DeWalt toolbags and a screw box

4580 +VAT Two dental sterilising racks

4581 +VAT DeWalt double section toolbox

4582 Two VW headlights

4583 Flat-form trolley

4584 Two vintage fuel cans and two railway lights

4585 Three vintage fuel cans

4586 Flashing light

4587 Bosch battery drill with three batteries and 
charger

4588 Bosch battery powered jigsaw with two batteries 
and charger

4589 Inflatable mattress

4590 +VAT LED lighting panel

4591 +VAT Deicer, WD40, ant-static foam cleaner, 
turtle wax etc

4592 +VAT Underbay containing frost blockers, 
cleaning clothes, litter pickers, wiper blades etc

4593 +VAT Megaclean chemical pack and sink mixer 
tap

4594 Pipe bender

4595 +VAT Quantity of Universal wall starter kits

4596 Hozelock electric pressure washer, no lance

4597 Karcher K5.80 electric pressure washer

4598 Karcher K6.91 electric pressure washer

4599 Small Karcher K2 electric pressure washer

4600 Bucket of floats, box containing plaster paint 
mixeing paddles, and large box of silicon

4601 +VAT 2 x 6kh bag of Bostik Natural patio grout

4602 +VAT Furniture legs, rope, wheels, Exit signs, 
brackets and hardware

4603 +VAT Router bit set, Bosch drill bit set, Log 
splitter, rubbing brick, screwdriver sets, Hex key 
sets, tool bags etc

4604 +VAT Vice, Bosch drill & other drill bits, 12" U 
Gauge Manometer, cable access kit, Torque 
wrench kit and other tooling

4605 +VAT Yale Essential Alarm kit, Dummy Siren, 
Fire turn bell alarm, Decoy cameras and panic 
alarm

4606 +VAT Extension leads, Heat & Carbon alarms, 
Smoke alarm, timers, door bell, switches and 
electrical items

4607 +VAT Bench vice, lock splitters, wrecking bar, 
crimping tool, heavy duty stapler, digital 
multimeter and other tooling

4608 +VAT Stanley Bailey No. 4 1/2 wood plane

4609 +VAT TVRs, Fernox TF1 Sigma filter, shower 
heads, hose, plumbing fixings and accessories

4610 +VAT Brad nails, dowels, springs, bolts and 
assorted fixings

4611 +VAT Picture frame, brackets, lawn mower 
blades & pully, tooling handles, Babolat wire, 
Spigot rings and various hardware

4612 +VAT 10 packs of Earthmover Bow 100mm

4613 +VAT Sealants, Silicone, Adhesives, Caulk etc

4614 +VAT Rodent bait, mouse trap, Gaffer tape, 
abrasive discs, mini rollers, paint brushes, fire 
blanket, sanding pads, insulation strips etc

4615 +VAT Yale night latch, cabinet handles, window 
& door handles, hingers, Combination key hide 
locks, Dorma kit etc

4616 +VAT Quantity of 3 in 1 multi purpose oils, No 
More Nails strips, Araldite and Instant Bond 
contact adhesives

4617 +VAT Selection of furniture, metal, wood and 
other paints, Roof seal etc

4618 +VAT Polycell crack free ceilings, Cuprinol 
decking stain, Clear varnish, wood, wall & 
ceiling paints etc

4619 +VAT Scratch cover, woodworm killer, Epoxy 
putty, silicone, 3 in 1 oil, Araldite, glue, furniture 
touch up, polyfilla etc

4620 +VAT Large assortment of fixings including 
cable clips, screws, bolts, brackets, split pins etc

4621 +VAT Plumbing accessories including taps, 
radiator valves, hose, push fit, aquarium sealer 
etc

4622 +VAT Electrical products including switches, 
thermostats, breakers, timers, window & door 
alarms etc

4623 +VAT Stihl oil, furniture paints, silicone sealants, 
Adhesives, grease etc

4624 +VAT Large bag of assorted hardware
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4625 +VAT Tape measures, Stanley staples, multi 
tool blades, vice, strimmer wire, adhesive tapes, 
sanding pads, cutting discs etc

4626 +VAT Padlocks, hinges, door handles, key safe 
boxes, door chains etc

4627 +VAT Pliers, wrench, cable strippers, drill 
chucks, screwdrivers, drill bits, digital caliper, 
wood planer blades, log splitter and other 
assorted tooling

4628 +VAT Co2 welding cable, Ratchet wrench, 
charger & 2 batteries and LED sensor light

4630 +VAT Bag of ThermoMelt brown Dorus

4631 2 boxes of various tools and toolbelts

4632 +VAT Half underbay containing hinges, 
brackets, pipe guides, hooks, etc.

4633 +VAT 3 tubs of Silka fast fix jointing compound 
and dry wall adhesive

4634 +VAT Box containing electrical switches, 
sockets, light bulbs, clips etc.

4635 +VAT Box containing bolts, nails, file, plumbing 
parts etc.

4636 Box containing saw, files, drill bits, hole saws, 
Bosch battery charger etc.

4637 Wabasto diesel heater exhaust

4638 4 pricing guns

4639 +VAT 4 tubs of 5W40 fully synthetic motor oil

4640 Box containing downlights, camera bags, etc.

4641 Box of assorted bulbs

4642 +VAT Approx. 30 warm white LED candle bulbs

4643 +VAT Bag of mini USB satnav car chargers

4644 Box of door numbers

4645 +VAT Box of hi-vis vests

4646 +VAT Small Michelin foot pump

4647 Nails and box containing safety goggles, safety 
mask, hole saw, snips etc.

4648 +VAT 3 boxes of Paslode nails

4649 Small yellow electric pressure washer

4650 +VAT Grohe Cosmopolitan tap

4651 Titan hot air stripper

4652 +VAT Silverline multi function rotary tool

4653 +VAT 12 tubs of fire proof joint sealant

4654 +VAT Box containing trolley jack, drills, high 
intensity light, sprays etc.

4655 Makita battery drill with one battery and charger

4656 +VAT 2 plastic boxes and metal toolbox of 
various blades, chisels, clamps, etc.

4657 Bay of various bagged items inc. clamps, clips, 
brackets, spray guns, furniture items etc.

4658 Boxed electric wall hung fire

4659 +VAT Phillips air purifier

4660 +VAT Boxed Meaco portable air conditioning 
unit

4661 +VAT Toolmaster foldup sack truck

4662 +VAT Large quantity of cable ties and other ties

4663 Small Karcher 411A electric pressure washer, 
no lance

4664 Gainsborough electric shower, boxed

4665 +VAT Small woodworking vice

4666 +VAT Karcher window vac

4667 Mattock with handle

4668 +VAT Mira Sport electric shower

4669 Small Draper electric bench saw and small box 
containing sounders

4670 Evolution 110V chopsaw

4671 +VAT 7 assorted boxes of various tools inc. 
spanners, punches, hammers, saws, files, 
pliers, etc.

4672 +VAT Box of various items inc,. tie down straps, 
Pure Path swing path trainer, rat traps etc.

4673 Large underbay of various car parts inc. brake 
discs, pads, cup holders, wheel trims, car mp3 
players etc.

4674 Box of cable ties

4675 +VAT Large reel of speaker cable

4676 2 boxes of heat shrink tubing

4677 3 boxes containing milling table clamps, 
engineering Morse Taper drill bits, milling cutters 
and reamers

4678 3 boxes containing micrometers, thread gauge, 
boring bars, ring tool tips and turning tools

4679 3 boxes containing taps, dies and tap and die 
holders

4680 Wooden box containing drill, jig saw, light, 
sander, etc.

4681 3 wooden boxes and wooden plane

4682 Bag of locks and bike locks

4683 +VAT Approx. 20 iPhone car chargers

4684 110v extension cable and transformer
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4685 +VAT Quantity of decking patio brushes

4686 Wooden box containing drill bits, mastic gun, 
nails, framing nails, etc.

4687 2 boxed Damixa bath shower mixers

4688 Makita 110v 9.5" angle grinder

4689 +VAT Hilka chain block

4690 +VAT Swarfega motor oil, dust bin bags, etc.

4691 +VAT 5 boxes of Everbuild grip fill

4692 5 galvanized buckets

4693 +VAT Approx. 15 multi tool bike repair kits

4694 +VAT Approx. 20 LED lights

4695 +VAT 7 rechargeable air pumps

4696 8 assorted clamps

4697 +VAT Under bay containing wood glue, silicon, 
aluminium tape, masking tape, paintbrushes and 
wood preservative

4698 +VAT Under bay containing decorating items 
incl. lining paper, dust sheets, white spirit wood 
adhesive, etc.

4699 2 boxed Transit Sachs shock absorbers

4700 4 boxes of assorted car parts

4701 +VAT Under bay containing nuts, bolts, screws, 
washers, fixings, etc.

4702 +VAT Under bay containing nuts, bolts, screws, 
washers, fixings, etc.

4703 +VAT Under bay containing screws, brackets, 
handles, clamps, linbins, etc.

4704 +VAT Delonghi white oil-filled radiator

4705 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4706 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4707 +VAT Grey Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4708 +VAT Boxed oil filled radiator

4709 Boxed electric fire

4710 Half under bay containing fixings, bolts, screws, 
brackets, handles, straps, etc.

4711 +VAT Boxed Winix air purifier

4712 +VAT Boxed Winix air purifier

4713 Dyson Air Blade

4714 +VAT Box containing AG8 batteries

4715 Box containing small ceramic heater

4716 +VAT 15 boxes of antibacterial spray and wipes

4717 +VAT 2 Tavistock toilet seats

4718 +VAT Boxed wall mounted electric fire

4719 +VAT Mini drier

4720 +VAT Small boxed De Longhi oil filled radiator

4721 +VAT Convector heater

4722 +VAT 4 boxes of 'Documents Enclosed' labels

4723 +VAT Ducatti XXXL motorbike jacket

4724 +VAT 9 boxes of black rubble sacks

4725 +VAT 10 boxes of black rubble sacks

4726 3 large boxes of hand sanitiser

4727 +VAT Quantity of insulation and thermal sheets

4728 Bestway Lay-Z-Spa pump

4730 Double aluminium extension ladder

4731 Air conditioning unit with pipes and remote 
control

4732 Air conditioning unit with pipes and remote 
control

4733 Air conditioning unit with pipes and remote 
control

4999 *Withdrawn*

5001 Brass finished and faux marble two tier console 
table

5002 Camera shaped table lamp

5003 Modern weight driven long case clock

5004 +VAT Painted Brooke Bond Tea sign

5005 Painted rocking horse

5006 Cabin cruiser pond boat

5007 Ercol sideboard with three central drawers

5008 3 x Victorian jewellery boxes

5009 9 x pieces of floral patterned Suzie Cooper 
crockery

5010 Edwardian chest of two over two drawers

5011 Copper five piece fire companion set to include 
the stand

5012 Enamelled Players double-sided sign

5013 Lyons Tea enamelled double-sided sign

5014 2 x glazed pine display cases

5016 Glazed hanging display cabinet

5017 Pine two seater bench

5018 Vintage lifebuoy

5019 Mahogany toilet mirror
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5020 Glazed coffee table with figures of the zodiac

5021 Pair of signed limited edition sailing prints by 
John Steven Dews

5022 Large Indian print with sacred cattle, gods and 
figures

5023 +VAT (7) Rectangular mirror in silver frame

5026 +VAT Grey fabric corner suite in two sections

5028 Pair of cream leather Himolla reclining 
armchairs

5029 Stressless style cream leather two seater sofa

5030 Coulson print of a Lancaster bomber plus a print 
of a Scottish military officer

5031 Modern palette knife oil on canvas - city scape 
with cathedral and figures in foreground

5032 Limited edition abstract in red

5033 2 x modern oils on canvas - royal family figures

5034 Modern James Purdey & Sons shotgun 
advertising sign

5035 Oil on canvas - harbour with boats

5036 Framed and glazed 1950's Ladybird children's 
wear advertising print

5037 French print of a chateau

5038 6 x engravings of the Lake District, The Boyhood 
of Raleigh, cityscapes and coastal scenes

5039 Wall clock in oak case

5040 Framed portrait of a lady

5041 Watercolour - children skipping

5042 Watercolour of tango dancers

5043 4 x clown figures

5044 Rectangular bevelled mirror in pine frame

5045 Oleograph - figures in barge plus an oil on board 
- sheep in meadow

5046 Framed and glazed photographic print of fighter 
planes

5047 +VAT 2 x oval mirrors in ebonised and gilt 
frames

5048 Peter Gladman oil on board - mountains with 
woodland

5049 Oil on board - ruined abbey, oak tree and figures 
in foreground

5050 Modern oil on board - rural scene, stream and 
bridge, village in background

5051 Print by Tom Keating entitled 'The Dancing 
Class'

5052 2 x framed and glazed prints - female figures

5053 Watercolour - horse and jockey, plus a print of a 
race horse entitled 'Aldaniti'

5054 Oil on card - Venetian canal

5055 Oil on canvas - cityscape with figures in gilt 
frame

5056 Watercolour of moorland

5057 Oil on board - African scene with donkey and 
figure

5058 Wall clock in the shape of a drum

5059 Print after Charles Dickson entitled "The lower 
pool" (as found) and a modern watercolour of a 
shore scene

5060 2 x modern wall hangings - abstract figure plus a 
Marvel figure entitled Thanos

5061 Limited edition print - flowers and butterflies

5062 Picture of pirates boarding a ship

5063 Mexican embroidered panel

5064 Engraving of a cathedral

5065 Limited edition prints of meadow flowers and 
farm buildings, pond with flowers and meadow

5066 Gouache seven panelled picture entitled 
'Bunyans County' by A.J. Foster

5067 2 x Helen Bradley prints - figures in park

5068 Box containing a quantity of prints to include 
misty morning, cityscape, coastal scene plus 
mirrors

5069 Halifax Building Society double-sided 
advertising sign

5070 Grey painted pine multi-drawer chest

5071 2 x glass jugs and 6 x drinking glasses

5072 1950's toilet mirror

5073 Dome topped anniversary clock

5074 Dome topped mantle clock

5075 Gold painted French mantle clock

5076 Beech bookcase with glazed sliding doors

5077 2 x painted plaster Dutch figures

5078 Spelter figure of a lady embodying French 
industry

5079 Four door contemporary drinks cabinet

5080 Tripod oak planter

5081 Anglepoise style desk lamp

5082 Brown glazed studio pottery lamp
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5083 Metal meshwork storage cabinet with pine 
surface

5084 Pair of stick back penny chairs

5085 Brass oil lamp

5086 Circular tripod side table, plus a three tier corner 
what-not stand

5087 Low slung hi-gloss coffee table

5088 Box containing touch plates, Victorian and later 
letter plates, door handles and a Victorian lock

5089 Pair of dark oak three drawer bedside cabinets

5090 Footstool with hinged lid and leopard print cover

5091 Walnut coffee table on cabriole supports

5092 +VAT Painted magic sign

5093 Mahogany coal scuttle

5094 +VAT Wooden model of a tank

5096 Modern pine sideboard, two drawers over two 
doors

5097 Ornate wall clock with Viking longboat finial

5098 4 x Clarice Cliff bowls, jug and a vase

5099 Cream painted chest of four drawers

5100 Mantle clock with Corinthian columns to the side

5101 Cast iron golfing themed doorstop

5102 Beech display cabinet with drawers and 
cupboard under

5103 Alfred Cox for Heals dressing table with 3 panel 
mirror plus chest of 4 drawers

5104 Decca wind up gramophone

5105 Vintage desk fan

5106 Blue velvet footstool plus Lloyd Loom style chair

5107 G-Plan nest of 3 tables

5108 Pair of Japanese vases

5109 Pair of anniversary clocks

5111 Pair of cream painted table lamps with shades

5112 Contemporary white painted chest of 4 drawers

5113 +VAT Bow back 4 seater sofa

5114 Photographic print of Sean Connery

5115 Armchair with exposed frame and grey fabric 
cushions

5116 Green painted coal scuttle

5117 1940s swivel office chair

5118 Victorian button back nursing chair

5119 Brass table lamp plus pottery lamp with red 
fabric shade

5120 Industrial machinists swivel chair

5121 Georgian mahogany drop side table and 2 
bergere bedroom chairs

5122 Oatmeal fabric armchair

5123 2 frames plus artists paint box

5124 Inlaid nest of 3 tables

5126 Blue fabric button back armchair

5127 +VAT Eames style armchair with footstool

5128 +VAT Mirrored 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5129 Mrs. Beatons cook book

5130 Resin figure of rabbit

5131 Italian glass dining table with two retractable 
leaves 
*Retailed by Heals and the original cost believed 
to be circa £4,000*

5132 Dome top Smiths mantle clock

5133 Pair of cast iron dog door stops

5134 Figure of water buffalo plus owl

5135 Pine storage cabinet with drawers to the side

5136 Circular Egyptian copper tray

5137 Mirror in decorative gilt frame

5138 +VAT Fabric day bed

5139 Pair of chrome finish and faux crocodile skin 
barbers chairs

5140 Large wicker laundry basket

5141 +VAT Quantity of loose paintings and prints 
depicting rural and urban scenes, Natwest piggy 
bank advertising sign, Edwardian print, figures 
on boats plus constable print of the wheat fields

5142 Green canvas trunk

5143 Japanese embroidery, fan and 2 prints of geisha 
girls

5144 2 vintage trunks

5146 Pair of pine 3 drawer bedside cabinets plus 
miniature storage cabinet

5147 Jewellery box with drawers under

5148 Pair of chrome and grey leather effect bar stools

5149 Pair of silver painted molded plastic swivel bar 
stools

5150 Oak low slung armchair

5151 Button back armchair on ball and claw supports
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5152 +VAT Grey suede effect reclining armchair

5153 Pair of chrome and beech finished bar stools

5154 7 Kardonia birthday card samplers

5155 Marble effect coffee table

5156 Vintage leather suitcase

5157 Floral patterned button back armchair

5158 2 drawer shoe rack

5159 5 oriental and floral patterned vases

5160 2 folding beech book racks

5161 Walnut writing slope

5162 Oak cutlery canteen on raised supports

5163 Drop side 2 tiered tea trolley

5164 3 table lamps with shades

5165 Reproduction serpentine fronted narrow chest of 
4 drawers

5166 Metal adjustable table lamp

5167 Reproduction mahogany coffee table with 
drawer under

5168 Pair of prints depicting wine bottles

5169 Pine bureau with drawer and cupboard under

5170 Blue painted 2 drawer desk plus a sewing box

5171 Fisherman's creel plus landing nets, tackle etc

5172 G-plan extending dining table plus 6 chairs

5173 Ercol drop side table

5174 2 trinket boxes

5175 2 studio pottery vases plus a jug

5176 2 blue and white floral patterned plant pots

5177 +VAT Cream leather effect 3 seater sofa (AF)

5178 Modern oil on canvas of fishing boats at anchor

5179 4 stags antlers

5180 Painted child's desk plus chair

5181 3 Carved beech dining chairs with embroidered 
seats 
£10-20

5182 Hanging Chinese brass censer

5183 Chinese brass temple dog

5184 Copper warming pan

5186 +VAT 2 beech penny chairs

5187 Oak desk with folding surface

5188 Boxed floor lamp

5189 Black leather effect swivel office chair

5190 Satin walnut dressing chest

5191 Edwardian mahogany side table plus a floral 
inlaid table

5192 Moulded glass fruit bowl

5193 Oak television stand

5194 Carnival glass clown, lady and animal figures 
plus quartz mantle clock

5195 G-plan fresco range long john sideboard

5196 Box containing porcelain and plastic dolls

5197 Box containing a Hummel table lamp plus 3 
others

5198 Pair of Staffordshire dogs

5199 Chrome table with circular glazed surface

5200 Chrome table with circular glazed surface

5201 Chromed circular 2 tier table (AF)

5202 Pair of oils of church hall and village street

5203 3 x decanters

5204 Oriental vase plus a lidded pot

5205 Pair of brass candlesticks, a door stop, 
ornamental horse cart, tortoise ashtray plus a 
figure of an infantry man

5206 Case containing shellac records

5207 Plastic model of a 2 masted sailing ship

5208 Fryer shaped decanter, hotel plate, lidded honey 
pots, ginger jar, glassware and general crockery

5209 Victorian writing slope

5210 Teak fold over trolley

5211 Beech stick back dining chair

5212 Porcelain doll

5213 Teak coffee table with magazine rack to the side

5214 +VAT Grey 2 seater sofa section (AF)

5216 +VAT 5 x moulded plastic stacking chairs

5217 +VAT Headboard, quantity of prints, furniture 
parts and cushions plus an ottoman

5218 Petite child's travelling typewriter

5219 Circular glazed coffee table

5220 In His Masters Voice windup gramophone

5221 Victorian mirror back sideboard

5222 Victorian painted brass 4ft bedstead
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5223 6 x wheelback chairs, to include a single carver

5224 Cream painted single bedstead

5225 4 x walking sticks

5226 Reproduction yew two drawer console table

5227 Reproduction His Masters Voice wind up 
gramophone with brass horn

5228 Beech dining table with glazed insert plus 6 x 
blue fabric chairs

5229 Brass ornamental steam train plus a beer cart

5230 Green painted two seater Chesterfield sofa

5231 Grass work figure of a dog

5232 2 x brass finished ceiling lights

5233 3 metal adjustable floor lamps

5234 4 x folding metal chairs

5235 Modern oil on canvas - figures at the Wailing 
Wall

5236 Edwardian overmantle

5237 Canvas Bergen rucksack

5238 Canvas Bergen rucksack

5239 Box containing prints, mirrors and frames

5240 +VAT Tresanti electric fire with surround

5241 Large quantity of prints and watercolours to 
include country church, the dancers, dolphins at 
sea plus maps

5242 Edwardian double door gentleman's wardrobe 
with drawer under

5243 Victorian walnut bow fronted chest of two over 
three drawers

5244 Pair of bedroom chairs with Bergere seats

5245 +VAT 2 x fluffy cushions

5246 G Plan astro table

5247 Amber resin urn plus two floral decorated vases

5248 Oak serving tray, copper kettle plus pot and a 
pot

5249 Pine military packing case

5250 +VAT Jali dining table

5251 Adjustable desk lamp

5252 Pair of Chinese prints on silk

5253 Collection of glass and onyx animals

5254 +VAT Seven framed and glazed comical hunting 
engravings

5255 Carved Indian side table with folding base

5256 Dark wood blanket box

5257 Mirrored coffee table

5258 1950's pot cupboard plus a sewing box

5259 Satin walnut dressing chest

5260 Green painted dresser

5261 Three abstract canvas

5262 Cream painted double wardrobe

5263 +VAT Chrome finished and glazed table lamp

5264 +VAT Dark wood double door drinks cabinet

5265 White painted wardrobe with mirrored door

5266 Oak and pine roll top desk

5267 Grey fabric single bed base with storage under

5268 Boxed Z bed (as found)

5269 Metal console table with marble surface

5270 Beech finished open storage unit

5271 Mahogany effect glazed display cabinet with 
cupboard under

5272 Glazed pine bookcase with cupboard under

5273 Two 1950s bevelled mirrors

5274 Quantity of Constable and other rural prints plus 
an embroidery

5276 Print of Harpur Square, Bedford

5277 Two Arthur Delaney limited edition townscapes 
with trams

5278 Multi-panelled mirror

5279 Botero print with a large lady

5280 Charles Prout (1783-1852), 
A meandering river, 
signed, 
watercolour, 
image 17 x 43 cm 
£40-60

5281 Oval bevelled mirror in oak frame

5282 Nicholas Ferral limited edition print - hare in 
meadow

5283 Oil on canvas of fishermen's huts with sea in 
background

5284 +VAT Floral patterned mat plus a quantity of 
loose maps

5285 Pair of metal angel wings

5286 Bentwood part bedstead (a/f)
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5287 Oil on board of a sunflower, an abstract print, 
plus a modern oil on canvas of a lake with 
cottage and trees (as found)

5288 Two brass trays

5289 +VAT (4) Bevelled mirror

5290 +VAT (8) Michael Lynagh photographic print

5291 (5) Georgian banjo barometer

5292 +VAT (1) Limited edition Indian wall hanging

5293 +VAT (10) Circular bevelled mirror

5294 Reproduction mahogany extending dining table 
and 2 chairs

5295 +VAT Two floral mats

5296 +VAT Box containing chair parts

5297 Beech finished 2 drawer filing cabinet

5298 Three fishing rod display stands

5299 5ft mattress

5300 5ft mattress

5301 +VAT 4ft 6 John Lewis mattress

5302 +VAT 4ft 6 John Lewis mattress

5303 +VAT 4ft 6 John Lewis mattress

5304 +VAT 5ft John Lewis mattress

5305 +VAT 5ft John Lewis mattress

5306 Glazed oak display cabinet with cupboard base 
under

5307 Collection of deeds boxes plus a pine box and a 
wine rack

5308 Oak open book case

5309 Oak desk with drawers to the side

5310 Brother sewing machine

5311 Sofa bed chair

5312 Brown leather-effect dining chair

5313 Pair of white painted pot cupboards

5314 Woollen Afghan mat

5315 4 locker cabinet

5316 Metal double door stationary cupboard

5317 Large double door stationary cupboard

5318 +VAT Large blue and cream carpet

5319 Large gold and cream floral patterned carpet

5320 2 pairs of pink velvet curtains

5321 Wall tapestry of a couple with falcons on 
horseback

5322 Floral octagonal mat with central medallion

5323 +VAT Weeping willow tree with LED lights

5324 +VAT Weeping willow tree with LED lights

5325 +VAT Olive green and beige carpet

5326 +VAT 3 boxes containing bed parts

5327 Brass single bedstead (AF)

5328 Floral carpet with red background and central 
medallion

5329 +VAT 2 modern multi coloured mats

5330 Beech and pine 4ft bedstead (AF)

5331 quantity of maps, constable prints and oil 
paintings of winter scenes plus winter and costal 
scenes

5332 Oak finished wardrobe (AF)

5333 *Withdrawn*

5334 Oak art deco style mirror

5335 Pair of spelter horses

5336 Circular table with beaten copper surface

5337 Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5338 +VAT (10) Large rectangular mirror in black 
painted frame

5339 Print on fabric depicting a peacock

5340 Harrison Ford blade runner advertising poster

5341 2 adjustable floor lamps

5342 +VAT (9) Rectangular bevelled mirror

5343 2 blue velvet kidney shaped sofas plus a 
matching footstool

5344 Rocking chair with floral patterned seat

5345 Over mantle in stained pine frame

5346 Tripod adjustable spotlight

5347 Narrow dark wood chest of 5 drawers

5348 Book on Florica

5349 6 volumes of Swinburne poems

5350 +VAT Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5351 +VAT (3) Rectangular mirror in grey painted 
frame

5352 Metal floor lamp with shade

5353 Pair of tripod wine tables with marble surfaces
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5354 Floral patterned wash stand bowl, 2 pairs of 
vases and 2 busts

5355 Edwardian sideboard with carved panels

5356 Floral and bird decorated vase

5357 Pair of lidded pots

5358 Pair of floral patterned lidded pots with temple 
dog finials

5359 Brass bon bon dish

5360 Brass and glazed nest of 3 tables

5361 Coffee grinder

5362 Edwardian octagonal side table with X shaped 
stretcher

5363 6 decanters plus a lidded jar

5364 Metal coat stand

5366 Octagonal bevelled mirror

5367 Modern quartz wall clock

5368 Book entitled 'Cathedrals, Abbeys and 
Churches'

5369 Dark wood planter

5370 2 volumes of Barrett's dictionaries

5371 Pair of Mediterranean prints plus a constable 
print - Flatford mill

5372 Wall clock (AF)

5373 Vintage JK Holmes 1950's telescope with 
original packing

5374 Mirror in silver painted frame

5375 Pair of costal prints

5376 +VAT Folding butlers tray, boxed (AF)

5377 Mappin and Webb carriage clock (AF)

5378 2 quantity of coarse fishing rods in rod bags

5379 3 Peter Dunam water colours - Townscapes and 
farm barns

5380 Quantity of steam train prints, botanical prints, 
costal scenes, birds, maps and the planets

5381 Quantity of prints and watercolours to include a 
watercolour of a Turkish library, portrait and 
seascape

5382 3 modern oils - Paddle steamer, shipping in the 
harbour plus still life with fruit and wine bottles

5383 Box containing a quantity of floral patterned 
crockery

5384 2 boxes containing classic novels, Guinness box 
of records, Bedford and Vauxhall magazines

5385 Box containing shellac records, embroideries 
and floral prints

5386 Box containing Noritake crockery

5387 Box containing Royal Albert silver crockery

5388 2 rose patterned Edwardian vases

5389 Quantity of copper cooking vessels

5390 3 boxes containing carved Scandinavian milk 
jugs, nutcracker, ornamental animals, Hornsea 
vases and posies

5391 Box containing jigsaw puzzles

5392 Box containing Denby crockery, washstand jug, 
glassware and crockery

5393 3 bags containing gardening and music books 
and magazines

5394 3 boxes containing a quantity of Spode gold 
rimmed crockery

5396 Box containing barometer, collectors plates and 
ornaments

5397 Box containing air force magazines and coffee 
table travel books

5398 7 boxes containing books of knowledge, travel 
guides, reference books, law and military books

5399 Box containing light fittings

5400 Box containing children's annuals

5401 Box containing meerkat toys

5402 Gramophone in oak case

5403 Painted bagatelle board

5404 7 x boxes containing dolls, figures, jigsaw 
puzzles and games

5405 3 x boxes containing a stoneware flagon, primus 
stove, Royal Albert crockery, floral patterned 
cups and saucers plus copper and brass to 
include trays, candlesticks and ornaments

5406 Quantity of teacups and collectors plates

5407 3 x boxes containing novels and reference 
books

5408 Box containing silver plate to include 
candlesticks, trays and a tea service

5409 Stack of model kits plus a box containing die 
cast and other cars

5411 5 x boxes containing vinyl records

5412 Box containing floral patterned vases, a tea 
caddy, camera, crockery and china

5413 Prints entitled 'Celebrities of the Army'
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5414 2 x boxes containing blue and white platter, lady 
figures, ivory blush dressing table tidy, brass 
desk tidy, crested ware and resin figure of a 
Collie

5416 Box containing a quantity of glassware, bottles, 
glasses and a decanter

5417 Box containing blue and white crockery

5418 Box containing blue and white crockery and a 
studio pottery vase

5419 Box with 5 x Stuart Crystal tumblers, plus a box 
with German wine glasses

5420 Ltd. Ed. Terence Cuneo print of a steam train, 
entitled 'Flying Scotsman'

5421 Box containing Elvis Presley books and 
memorabilia

5422 Stack of steam train books

5423 Leather fire screen plus a preserve pan, camera 
and a vented tin

5424 Box containing Wade piggy banks plus whisky 
barrel, novelty teapot, ornamental amber glass 
car and various figures

5425 Box containing lighting, a wine bottle holder, 
metal figures and a coat rack

5426 4 x Wade piggy banks

5427 Box containing Meccano pieces

5428 Box containing fluffy toys

5429 3 x quilted throws

5430 Box containing brass alligator, nutcrackers and a 
fox

5431 Box containing decanters, cruet set and bottles

5432 Box containing commemorative mugs and a tea 
towel

5433 Box containing glass vases

5434 Box containing a coffee sign, mirror, table lamps 
and household ornaments

5435 Box containing a ceiling light plus a quantity of 
Platinum Rose crockery, Dema white porcelain 
plates and glassware

5436 Vintage Pye radio

5437 (8) Box containing a first aid tin, sun dial, metal 
ornament and a students microscope

5438 Stack of Elvis Presley records

5439 3 x boxes containing coloured glass, vases plus 
dishes, sugar shaker and lidded pots

5440 Box containing a quantity of royal ephemera

5441 3 x carved African and Maori figures

5442 5 x boxes containing a quantity of vinyl records

5443 Box containing History of Rock magazines

5444 Box containing binoculars, decanter and 
tumblers

5445 Box containing a quantity of Masons jugs, bowls 
and other crockery

5446 Overmantle in dark wood frame

5447 2 x boxes containing porcelain dolls

5448 Bag containing lawn bowls

5449 Box containing silver plate and glassware

5450 Box containing rubber stamps

5451 Chinese wooden rice bowl

5452 Box containing a quantity of paperback novels

5453 2 case Singer sewing machines

5454 Victorian jewellery box plus a tea caddy

5455 2 boxes containing a plant pot, flat iron, 
coasters, toby jug, loose cutlery, tins etc

5456 4 boxes containing ornaments, household 
crockery and glassware

5457 3 bottled tantalus (AF)

5458 4 boxes containing Poole dolphins, 
commemorative ware, ornamental figures, 
money boxes and a novelty teapot

5459 3 boxes containing table lamp and shade, 
kitchen storage vessels, glassware and china

5460 Box containing boardgames

5461 2 boxes containing record collector magazines

5462 Dutch studio pottery vase

5463 Bag containing a quantity of CD's

5464 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5465 +VAT (6) Mirror in dark wood frame

5466 +VAT (5) Mirror in metal frame with shelf under

5467 Stainless steel filing cabinet, lap desk with lights 
plus an arts and craft work station

5468 Modern Dr Who wall hanging

5469 Fisherman's box seat

5470 Framed and glazed picture of still life with wine 
glasses

5471 +VAT Print of stream with bridge and trees in 
background

5472 Box containing fishing rod parts

5473 6ft super king mattress
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5474 +VAT Dormeo 5ft memory foam mattress

5475 +VAT Dormeo 5ft memory foam mattress

5476 4ft 6 mattress

5477 Box containing fishing reels

5478 Quantity of loose maps, 'Our own country' books 
and shooting titles

5479 2 boxes and a bag containing a large quantity of 
collectors plates

5480 Cased Singer sewing machine

5481 2 wooden lawn bowls

5482 +VAT Box containing Jasper ware, ruby glass 
cornucopia plus a quantity of crockery

5483 2 boxes containing ale mugs, jugs and general 
crockery

5484 2 boxes containing Burago and other diecast 
cars

5485 2 boxes containing football magazines

5486 Box containing DVD's

5487 Box containing a quantity of atlases, magazines 
and text books

5488 Case Husqvarna sewing machine

5489 4 boxes containing a quantity of Haynes 
manuals, novels and steam train reference 
books

5490 +VAT Box containing a quantity of boardgames

5491 Picnic case with a quantity of melamine crockery

5492 Brass 6 branch ceiling light

5493 Box containing a quantity of cameras

5494 Quantity of reference books and CD's

5495 Set of kitchen scales, weights, cooking vessel, 
mincers, lawn bowls and a table lamp

5496 Box containing plastic trains and track

5497 2 German bisque figures

5498 Box containing a brandy snifter, leonardo 
collection, cup and saucer, sherry glass, pottery 
etc

5499 2 cased Singer sewing machines

5500 Box containing a vintage tin plus metal ware to 
include candlesticks, serving tray, brushes, toast 
rack, AA badge etc

5501 2 studio pottery vases

5502 Box containing automobile badges

5503 2 stacks and box containing vinyl records

5504 2 boxes containing die cast cars

5505 Vintage Victorian engineer's box

5506 Box containing large quantity of brass 
ornaments

5507 Ice bucket, cigarette case, and lighter, silver 
plated spoon

5508 Box containing quantity of novels

5509 Box of vinyl records

5510 Large quantity of fishing tackle to include trollies, 
box seats, rods, cases, beds , landing mats, and 
reels

5511 2 miniature Staffordshire dogs, Crown Derby 
gold aves plate and modern Greek vase

5512 Cage containing Hotel and silver plate to inc. 
teapots, jugs, candlesticks, plus hip flask

5513 Cage containing silver plate to inc. salts, loose 
cutlery, ornamental pheasant, jugs, dishes, cruet 
set and teaspoons, sugar nips

5514 Cage containing pot lids

5515 Cage containing Shellac record, Royal 
Engineers frame, medallion, and coronation 
ephemera

5516 Cage containing ornamental rabbits

5517 Cage containing an escalado game, Peter Pan 
picture book, binoculars, pens and export 
Japanese tea service

5518 Cage containing die cast toys

5519 Cage containing locomotive reference books, 
and photographs

5520 Cage containing loose and boxed cutlery, silver 
plate inc. tea service, serving spoons, and 
coasters, cruet set

5521 Cage containing oriental ceramics inc. moon 
flask, jugs and lidded pots

5522 Cage containing claret jug, glass vases, and 
scent bottles

5523 Cage containing champagne flutes and wine 
glasses

5524 Cage containing costume jewellery

5525 Decanter with silver palted cover

5526 Box containing die cast cars

5527 Cage containing galleried serving trays, scent 
bottle, loose cutlery, opera glasses, and silver 
plated vase

5528 Cage containing quantity of Grafton crockery
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5529 Cage containing glass vases, ornaments, and 
bottle with stopper

5530 Cage containing family mottoes and ornaments

5531 Quantity of blue and white and other plates, plus 
2 boxed collectors plates, and Navy rum bottle

5532 Cage containing collection of stone eggs, plus 
Chinese hard stone ornaments

5533 Cage containing brass weights and glass 
ornaments, marbles, wall plaque etc.

5534 Cage containing tobacco jar, ship in a bottle, 
candestick, bottles, and vases

5535 Cage containing quantity of wine glasses and 
tumblers

5536 Cage containing wristwatch, ornamental 
cottage, fruit bowl, glass ornament, and ice 
bucket

5537 Cased sanenwood cutlery set

5538 Bowling ball in canvas bag

5539 Cage containing wall pockets, ornaments, 
teapot, candlestick, and tea caddy

5540 Cage containing blue and white meat platter, 
quartz clock, Johnny Walker ash tray, pineapple 
ice bucket, and floral jugs

5541 Cage containing Hummel figures, bookends, 
ornamental windmill and pastille burners

5542 Cage containing paper mache pots, brass jug, 
egg with spoons, ornaments, and glassware

5543 Cage containing a Staffordshire figure, 
jasperware, graduated set of jugs, Royal 
Doulton Candice patterned crockery and a 
character teapot 
£20-30

5544 Cage containing ornamental posies, badges, 
prints, and Jasperware

5545 +VAT 5 wicker baskets

5546 Cage containing cups and saucers, ornamental 
posies, silver plate and dishes

5547 Cage containing marmalade pots, candlesticks, 
snuff box, button and floral plate

5548 Cage containing te card albums, postcards, and 
stamps

5549 2 John Lewis hat boxes and 2 laundry boxes

5550 Cage containing two paperweights, marbles plus 
glass bowls 
£20-30

5551 Cage containing blue and white china, lidded 
ginger jars, and ornaments

5552 Cage containing bobbins, cased cutlery set, 
buttons, silver plate etc.

5553 Box containing quantity of White Dwarf 
Warhammer and other magazines

5554 Cage containing biscuit barrel, etched glass jug, 
and silver plate to inc. salt/pepper sets, tray, 
compact, and cruet set

5555 Cage containing blue and white platter, rose 
patterned vases, ornamental posies and general 
crockery

5556 Carved horn tiger, 2 x modern cloissoné birds, 
hardstone figure of a sage, plus portrait of a lady 
in mahogany frame

5557 Cage containing ginger jars and jug

5558 Cage containing drinks optic, decanters, wine 
glasses, nut cracker, corkscrew

5559 Cage containing large quantity of Wade 
Whimsies, and other figures

5560 2 oriental vases

5561 Holder with hat pins

5562 Capo Di Monte style figure with 3 tramps

5563 Resin figure of a labrador

5564 Cage containing Wade Whimsies and colletors 
guide

5565 Cage containing quantity of commemorative 
mugs, Jasperware and other crockery

5566 Cage containing Lledo and other die cast buses 
and trucks

5567 Cage containing serving tray, commemorative 
ware, trios, Clarice Cliff pot

5568 Cage containing brass cribbage board, buckles, 
Staffordshire dogs, ornaments and a part tea 
service

5569 Cage containing a pot lid, loose cutlery, costume 
jewellery and jewellery boxes

5570 Cage containing Price cottage teapots, jugs, 
cups and saucers

5571 Cage containing Staffordshire flatback figures 
and dogs 
£90-120

5572 Cage containing Oriental and other china plus 
an oil lamp, decanter and vases

5573 Cage containing Corgi and Matchbox cars

5574 Cage containing soda siphon, ice bucket, glass 
vase and a pottery jug

5575 Cage containing carved wooden miniature clogs 
and figures
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5576 Cage containing postcards, corkscrew, 
paperweight, magazines, vintage calculator, 
keys and trinkets

5577 Cage containing die-cast military vehicles

5578 3 Martell jugs, decanters, glassware and teapots

5579 Cage containing weights, jug, floral-patterned 
crockery, china and a lustre

5580 Cage containing vintage radio, wine glasses, 
biscuit barrel, ornamental figures and china

5581 Cage containing a collection of wristwatches 
and costume jewellery

5582 Cage containing costume jewellery, chess 
pieces, loose cutlery and cufflinks

5583 Cage containing die-cast buses and cars

5584 +VAT Silver and beige mat

5585 +VAT Beige and grey carpet

5586 Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5587 +VAT Brown and white mat with black squares

5588 Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5589 +VAT Boxed entertainment unit, a/f

5590 Blue and white ashtray plus a quantity of 
Beswick Beatrix Potter and Disney figures

5591 3 Beswick Ben Eagles whiskey figures

6001 Box containing a warrior princess collectible 
horse plus 3 warrior princess 12" collectible dolls

6002 +VAT Vtech 3 in 1 sports centre

6003 +VAT Box containing various military vehicles

6004 +VAT Childs push along trike

6005 +VAT Intex prism frame premium pool set

6006 +VAT Outdoor sports equipment

6007 +VAT Lifetime portable basketball system

6008 +VAT Weight stand in box

6009 +VAT Box containing a disassembled dolls 
house

6010 +VAT Neptune towers water slide plus some 
loose child's inflatable bouncy castles and slides

6011 +VAT 6 splash backs in boxes

6012 +VAT 2 clothes airers

6013 +VAT Large box of various kitchen appliances

6014 Under the counter Beko fridge

6015 Indesit washing machine

6016 Electric extractor fan

6017 Sharp microwave

6018 Mini Quest oven/microwave cooker

6019 +VAT Integrated single door oven

6020 Indesit washing machine

6021 +VAT Panasonic microwave

6022 White microwave

6023 Beko fridge freezer

6024 +VAT Sharp 4-door fridge freezer

6025 +VAT Plastic wastebin, boxed

6026 +VAT 1 boxed plus 1 unboxed Bridge Design 
tablelamp

6027 5 boxed pairs of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes

6028 1 boxed pair of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes and a pair of tan men's shoes plus 2 pairs 
of white men's shoes and a pair of black men's 
trainers/shoes

6029 4 loose pairs of men's Burton London slip-on 
shoes

6030 +VAT Bag of loose WaterPik water flossers

6031 Bag containing various cosmetics to include 
FreezeFrame, Xela Rederm etc.

6032 Bag containing a quantity of advanced 
Brightening Defence sunscreens

6033 Bag of stretchmark bio oil

6034 Bag of Nip+Fab salicylic acid fix pads

6035 Bag of paisley cornucopia

6036 Box containing pet waste bags and another box 
of assorted cleaning detergent, LG 3D glasses 
etc.

6037 Christmas gift bags

6038 Bag containing cosmetics to include Dsquared² 
and other mixed cosmetics

6039 Bag of various cosmetics to include Lancome 
Paris etc.

6040 Bag of various cosmetics to include Elizabeth 
Arden, Chanel etc.

6041 Bag of various cosmetics to include Lancome 
Paris etc.

6042 +VAT Nica handbag in brown

6043 +VAT Jenifer Lopez JLO handbag in cream with 
dust bag

6044 +VAT 6 pairs of women's Under Armour 
joggers/tracksuit bottoms
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6045 +VAT 5 pairs of women's Under Armour 
joggers/tracksuit bottoms
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